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one thousand
WITED, Toronto,

The fact that this book deals with a subject new to many of our 
schools makes it advisable, perhaps, to give a reason for its appear
ance. I had gained much benefit as a student of modern foreign 
languages from reading the works of Messrs. P. Passy and W. 
Victor on French and German phonetics, and from articles in Le 
Maître Phonétique, the organ of the International Association of 
Phoneticians, a magazine edited by Mr. Passy. The knowledge I 
had acquired, I used first in teaching French and German ; then, 
moved by a statement of Professor Sweet, to the effect that the 
correction of errors in the pronunciation of one’s own language 
may be greatly facilitated by a knowledge of the laws of sound 
production, I extended the scope of my employment of phonetics 
to my reading classes, hoping to find it a means of correcting those 
coarsenesses of speech that result from failure to properly articulate 
the elementary sounds of words. While thus making use of the 
subject, my classes were inspected by Mr. Seath, who informed me 
that he too had become impressed with its importance in teaching 
reading, and who suggested that I should prepare an elementary 
practical text book that might serve to introduce to our schools 
this means of improving the pronunciation of our pupils. This 
little work is, I think, mainly the result of that suggestion.

It was not without much he itation that I undertook the task, 
for I felt that my knowledge of the more scientific side of the 
subject was scarcely definite or accurate enough to ensure its 
satisfactory accomplishment. My apprehensions on this score 
were, however, relieved when Professor Fraser, Lecturer on 
Phonetics in the University of Toronto, kindly undertook to revise 
the proofs of the part of this book which treats of the general laws 
of sound production, and of the mode of articulation of the various 
sounds. I am afraid he has found that my dependence upon his 
aid has made his task a heavier one than he anticipated, but he 
has performed it with the painstaking thoroughness and disregard 
of trouble that always characterize him,

PREFACE.
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BRANTFORD, June, 1898.
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As I look over the book, now that it is completed, I am disposed 
to fear that it has assumed too pedagogical an air. The term 
“correct” and its equivalents, as I have used them, certainly 
require definition. By a correct pronunciation I mean one marked 
by no provincialism or other peculiarity that would be likely 
among educated English-speaking people anywhere to be regarded 
as an evidence of lack of culture or as an affectation. The work of 
reference that I think conforms most closely to this standard is 
the Imperial Dictionary. To this book I have referred vzhen I 
have felt the need of an authority, and I have always followed its 
dictum, except in the case of unaccented final syllables, when it 
usually recommends less obscure vowels than are customary in 
ordinary speech. Even here I have not differed from it unless 
Professor Sweet or some other eminent authority has agreed with 
the conclusions which my own observations of the speech of a 
number of persons of culture have led me to form.

The symbols I have employed are those used in Le Maître 
Phonétique, to the editor of which, Mr. Passy, my hearty thanks 
are due for a kind offer of aid in procuring type. These symbols 
have the advantages of being generally known to phoneticians and 
of conforming so closely to our ordinary characters that little effort 
is required to master their use.

Of the many books that I have found of service to me, the most 
useful has been the last edition of Mr. W. Victor's " Elemente der 
Phonetik,” a work that gives an admirable statement of the con
clusions reached in phonetics up to the time of its appearance. 
From this work I have borrowed most of the lists of words used to 
exemplify the various sounds, and to show the redundancy of our 
conventional orthography.

I have also to thank Miss E. M. Bunnell, Modern Language 
teacher of the Brantford Collegiate Institute, for kind aid in proof 
reading, and for valuable suggestions with regard to the presenta
tion of the subject-matter of this book.

PREFACE.
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Fig. 1. Open as in breathing. 1, The Epiglottis; 2, The Vocal Chords; 3, Opening 
of the Windpipe.

Fig. 2. Contracted for Sound Production.
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Fig. 1. Side view of the Larynx. 1, Thyroid Cartilage ; 2, Adam’s Apple ; 3, Cricoid 
Cartilage; 4, Windpipe; 5, Rings of Cartilage; 6, Connecting Membrane.

Fig. 2. View of the Cartilages of the Larynx from above. 1, Thyroid Cartilage; 2, 
Cricoid Cartilage ; 3, Artenoid Cartilages ; 4, Vocal Chords.
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In teaching reading in our public and high schools, there 
are two main ends to be kept in view. The first is the 

B acquisition of a distinct and cultured utterance ; and the 
second, which is largely conditional upon the first, the 
power to give oral expression to written thoughts to the 
end that we may be sensible of their full power and beauty, 
and that, on occasion, we may be capable of communicat
ing to others the impressions these thoughts have made 
upon ourselves. Instruction in reading should therefore 
begin with the study of the sounds of our language, in 
other words, with the study of phonetics, and should then 
occupy itself with the various modes in which these 
sounds may be uttered in the expression of thought and 
feeling. This constitutes true elocution, an art which has 
little to do with the mixture of declamation and gesticula
tion that commonly bears this name. My little treatise 
on reading will therefore begin with, a brief study of 
phonetics, comprising the distinguishing characteristics of 
the sounds of our language, the mode of their production, 
and their representation by definitive and consistent 
symbols. After thus dealing with the question of pro
nunciation, a few of the other attributes of oral expression 
will be brought under consideration.

INTRODUCTION.
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PHONETICS.

The Organs of Speech.

Speech sounds are produced by the obstruction or Speech 
reverberation in the cavities of the throat, mouth and Ordnls. 

nose, of breath emitted from the lungs. These sounds 
owe their distinctive characteristics mainly to changes in 
the position of the organs which are situated in or con
nected with the above named cavities and to consequent 
modifications in the stream of breath emitted. The most 
elementary study of phonetics must therefore involve 
some knowledge of the structure and mode of action of 
the organs of speech.*

First to be considered are the lungs, two elastic mem- The Lungs. 
braneous bags nearly filling the chest cavity. They are 
permeated by a vast number of tubes, which by the StructHre. 
alternate lowering and raising of the diaphragm (the 
elastic wall that separates the chest from the abdomen) 
and by the action of the intercostal muscles are alternately 
filled with and emptied of air. The function of the Function. 
lungs in speech is to supply breath, the raw material of 
sound, for the machinery of the throat, mouth and nose, 
to work up into the finished product. It is requisite that 
the supply of breath should be sufficient, and under com- Training. 
plete control. Hence all physical training is valuable 
that tends to increase the power and freedom of action 
of the lungs. Out-door sports, gymnastic and calis- 
thenio exercises, and extension motions conduce largely 
to these ends ; but as direct instruments of voice culture, Defective 
breathing exercises are perhaps most effective. A very Bnn,htn«-

* Sec pages i-iii for diagrams.
3
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PHONETICS.
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palate, soifrom passing into the larynx instead of into the œsopha- 

gus, the channel which is situated behind the larynx and 
leads to the stomach. The epiglottis has no direct func
tion in speech.

The cavity at the back of the mouth above the larynx

common fault in breathing, particularly among women, is I 
the habit of bringing into play only the upper portion of I 
the lungs, leaving their base unexercised. The necessity I 
of breathing so that the action of the lungs may be felt I 
chiefly in the region of the abdomen and lower ribs must I 
be kept in mind by those who desire to improve the power I 
and quality of the voice.

From the lungs the breath is conducted by the bronchial i 
tubes and the windpipe to the larynx, a box formed of I 
cartilage and muscles, the outer portion of which, the 9 
Adam’s apple, may be seen projecting in the front of the 3 
neck. The larynx contains elastic ligaments called vocal ■ 
chords. These are attached to the sides of the organ, but ■ 
have in the middle an opening called the glottis, the size ■ 
of which can be regulated at will. In ordinary breathing N 
the chords are relaxed and the opening is large, so that the 1

Functions, breath passes through freely. When sound is to be pro- I 
duced, however, the chords are drawn together and I 
rendered tense, obstructing the breath current and vibrât- I 
ing as it passes through. The frequency of the vibrations I 
varies with the tension of the chords or the length of the I 
edges of the opening between them. Differences in the ■ 
frequency of the vibrations produce, of course, differences I 
of pitch. Control of the various parts of the larynx is I 
manifested in the modulation of the voice, that is, the I 
ability to vary the pitch and to regulate the degree of the ■ 
loudness of the utterance.

Epiglottis. The epiglottis is a valve or lid which covers the glottis I 
at the moment of swallowing. Its action prevents food I

Pharynx, is called the pharynx. On the proper expanding of this 
cavity by depressing the larynx and the back of the

4



THE ORGANS OF SPEECH.
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tongue, and by raising the soft palate, depend largely Function. 
the fulness, clearness and richness of the tones of the 
voice.

At the upper part of the pharynx is the entrance to the The Noie. 
nose cavity, through the outer apertures of which, the 
nostrils, air is inhaled and exhaled. Communication be- Function. 
tween the nose and pharynx is closed by raising the soft 
palate. Allowing breath, to pass through the nose as a sound 
is uttered, induces the quality called nasality. This quality 
distinguishes n from d, m from b, and D (the sound of ng 
in sing) from g. Its improper manifestation in connection Mieuee. 
with the general utterance is an offensive characteristic of 
the speech of many persons.

Below the nose cavity, from which it is separated by the Mouth. 
palate, and like the nose cavity, a continuation of the 
pharynx, is the mouth. Though the mouth may on occa
sion be used in inhaling and exhaling breath, the habit of XPathing 
so using it constantly must be carefully avoided, as it 
impedes freedom of utterance and causes imperfection of 
tone.

The mouth contains most of the organs that so modify Araana—f 
the sounds produced by the larynx as to make them con- tion. 
stitute speech, that is, significant articulate sound. The 
chief organs of articulation are the tongue, soft palate, 
hard palate, the gums, the teeth and the lips.

The only parts of the mouth here requiring particular Tongue. 
notice are the tongue and the soft palate. The tongue 
is a muscular body capable of a nearly infinite variety of 
motions ; and the soft palate an extension of the hard soft 
palate, somewhat like an upper tongue reversed, theralate- 
uvula, or tip of the soft palate, which can move up and Uvula. 
down and vibrate at the back of the mouth, corresponding 
to the tongue tip in the front. Besides its use as an organ Functions. 
of articulation, the soft palate serves the purpose of closing 
the passage to the nose while sounds not properly nasal 
are being produced.
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we are liable to err in regarding as the same in English 
and in a foreign tongue..
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Table c 
sonants :

Training. The best training of the organs of articulation is afforded 
by practice in the accurate production of English sounds,

Classification of Speech Sounds.

As the distinctions of speech sounds depend upon the 
degree and the place of the obstruction of the breath
stream, we have two chief bases of their classification, i 
The former, while admitting the infinite gradations be- I 
tween the much and the little, gives us two main classes I 
of sounds : those where the stoppage of the breath 1 
current or its friction with the speech organs is quite I 
apparent, and those where the friction is scarcely percep- I 

Consonants, tible. The former may be called consonants, the latter | 
Vowels. vowels.

The classes of consonants depending upon the second | 
consonants basis, that is the place of their formation, we distinguish I 
organs 0/ to by the name of the speech organ, or organs, mainly | 
articulation engaged in their articulation. Hence we have :

Lip-consonants, p, b, m, M and w ; :
Lip-teeth, f and v ;
Tongue-teeth, 6 and d ;
Tongue, t, d, n, s, z, §, 3, 1, r, I ;
Hard-palate, j ;
Soft-palate, k, g, D;
Throat, h, ‘ (the glottal stop).
Another classification of consonants depends upon ■ 

Stops and whether there is a complete closure or merely a narrow- ■ 
continuants 1

ing of the breath passage. Consonants of the former ■ 
class are called stops, of the latter, continuants.

6



CLASSIFICATION OF SPEECH SOUNDS.
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said to be voiced, while those formed without it are 
to be voiceless.

Table of the voiceless and corresponding voiced
sonants :

voiceless, p
voiced,* b, m

M|f 6 t 
w | v j d, n

Stops, p, b, t, d, k, g, ‘ .
Continuants, M, w, f, v, 0, o, s, z, §, 5, 1, r, j, .1, h.

The continuants, as the name implies, are susceptible of 
indefinite prolongation, as the breath current pusses 
through the partially closed passage. The continuant 1 is 
called a lateral, because it is formed by allowing the Lateral!. 
breath to escape at one or both sides of the mouth 
while the middle is obstructed ; r is called a trilled con- Trills. 
tinuant because the tongue vibrates as the breath-stream 
passes. The consonants m, n, 1, are formed in the posi
tions of b, d and g respectively, and are stopped in the 
mouth, but the uvula is lowered so that tho breath may 
pass through the nose, they are therefore susceptible of 
prolongation and are thus of the nature of continuants.
They are distinguished by the title of nasals. Nasals.

A consonant in any position may be formed in con- Voiced and 
nection with a murmur produced by vibration of the consoncints. 
vocal chords. Consonants formed with this vibration are

The distinction between voiced and voiceless consonants 
may readily be observed if the ears are stopped as the 
sound is uttered. The vibration of tho vocal chords in 
the former and its absence in the latter is, under this 
condition, clearly distinguishable.

The vowels are classified according to the position of tho Classi flea- 
tongue as it modifies the resonance chamber formed by the towels. 
mouth. These movements may be forward or backward, „ ,• 7 Front, nen-
and upward or downward. Hence we have front, neutral tral and

* It has not been thought necessary to use distinctive symbols for 
voiceless m, n, 1, etc., which occur in combination with other voiceless 
consonants ; though elocutionists often err in giving them vocality in 
such cases : e.g., clear is made almost dissyllable.

id upon the à 
the breath- | 
lassifcation. I 
idations be- I 
main classes I
the breath I 

ans is quite I 
cely percep- I 
s, the latter I

s|§
73 1, r, j, J g, 9

n is afforded I 
lish sounds, 1 
g in the end ■ 
glish sounds I 
sed on those I 
e differences I 
unds which I

1 in English 3
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PHONETICS.

and low.

BACK.

9, o:

may be further distinguished according to the time re-

Diphthongs.

Rounded, 
vowels.

the voice! 
be regard

high, mid and low 
give us nine vowel

Wide and 
narrow 
rincels.

While 
correctly 
accurate 
each sou 
almost ii 
nunciatio 
fore now 
English 
present r 
lowed by 
in our o: 
pronunci: 
lowing th 
back of t

u, u:
o, o:
a:, v, o, o:

*See pa

t The sa 
and voiceles

bearing 
character 
as depen 
mouth ct 
quite ind 
may be r 
the vocal 
pitch see 
in the re 
articulati 
front vo1 
highest ] 
to the dii

Long and
short vowels. quired for their utterance, as long and short. The long

back vowels, or mixed, and back vowels; and 
High, mid

This scheme of classification, however, as will be shown 
when the vowels are considered separately, is but a rough 
one, sufficing for little more than to call attention to the 
cardinal points involved in the production of vowel sounds. 
Besides by changes in the position of the tongue, the 
mouth cavity may be affected as a resonance chamber by 
contraction of the lips. This contraction, or rounding as 
it is called, gives origin to the rounded vowels. All our 
back vowels except a : and D belong to this class. Vowels

ones. These two classes combined

vowels are those marked with two dots in the foregoing 
scheme. Change in length is almost invariably accom
panied by a difference in the degree of the tension of the 
speech organs ; or this difference alone may serve to dis
criminate vowel sounds. Vowels produced with little 
tension are called wide, those with greater tension, narrow 
vowels. This distinction is of service mainly in describ
ing the difference between vowels formed in the same 
part of the mouth, as the two i sounds in sitt (city), of 
which the latter is the wider. An important character
istic of our English long vowels is that they are usually 
diphthongized. When this occurs they always end with 
a narrower sound and in a higher position than that with 
which they begin, the vanishing sounds in the case of the 
high vowels becoming consonantal in quality.

Diphthongs, ij, ei, ai, au, oi, ou, uw.
There is another characteristic of vowels, on which it is 

not necessary to dwell at length, since it has no practical

positions.
FRONT. | NEUTRAL.

High, i, t, i: 
Mid, e, e: 
Low, a, a:
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ARTICULATION OF TUE CONSONANTS.

id and low 
nine vowel

*See page iv for script characters.

t The same order will be followed in dealing with all pairs of voiced 
and voiceless consonants.

i which it is 
no practical

bearing on the correct utterance of the sounds. This 
characteristic is their absolute pitch, that is, their pitch Vowelpitch. 
as dependent upon the place of their production in the 
mouth cavity. This is an intrinsic quality of each vowel 
quite independent of the varying pitch at which any sound 
may be read or sung in accordance with the condition of 
the vocal chords. It is sufficient to say that this absolute 
pitch seems to depend upon the reverberation of the sound 
in the resonance chamber formed between the place of 
articulation and the outer opening of the mouth ; for the 
front vowels, where this chamber is shortest, have the 
highest pitch, while the others are lower in proportion 
to the distance back at which they are formed.

o, o:
11 be shown 
but a rough 
ation to the 
>wel sounds, 
tongue, the 
chamber by 
rounding as 
Is. All our 
3s. Vowels 
he time re- 
. The long 
e foregoing 
ibly accom- 
iion of the 
serve to dis- 
. with little 
non, narrow 
in describ- 

n the same 
itt (city), of 
it character- 
are usually 
7s end with 
in that with 

case of the

Articulation of the Consonants.

While it is difficult without viva -voce instruction to form 
correctly sounds with which we are unacquainted, an 
accurate knowledge of the mode of the articulation of 
each sound is of great importance to this end, and is 
almost indispensable in overcoming defects in the pro
nunciation of a language already acquired. I shall there
fore now give a description of the mode in which each 
English sound is formed, dwelling upon those that 
present most difficulty. These descriptions will be fol
lowed by lists of the symbols which represent the sounds 
in our ordinary spelling and by notes on common mis
pronunciations. Beginning with the consonants, and fol
lowing the order of their formation from the front to the 
back of the mouth, we have first to consider

M and w,* 
the voiceless and voiced labial continuants.t These may 
be regarded as consonantized u sounds. They are formed

9
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m

■ |

mi
A comi 

to make i 
it el’m or

is the na: 
as b, thoi

m is wi

are conti 
lightly ag 
to escape 
irregular •

f is wri
f ii
fri
Ph
gh
u ii

v is wri
v ii
f in
Ph

p is w 

P 
Pl 
gi 

b is wi
b 
bt

p and b
are stops formed by closing the lips. A slight escape of 
breath usually intervenes between p and the sound follow
ing. Any exaggeration of this aspiration, such as is heard 
in the pronunciation of some Irishmen is to be carefully 
avoided.

by drawing the tongue backward and upward ; while at 
the same time the lips are rounded and protruded and, 
in the case of M, the breath emitted with some force. 
Besides that it is voiced and lacks strong aspiration, w 
differs from M in being produced with less tension of 
the speech organs.

A is written :
wh in when (Men), where (Me:), etc.
w in twenty (tMenti), twill (tail), etc.
u in quell (kmel), quick (kmik).
O in choir (kmai'x).

w is written :
w in wife (waif), dwell (dwel), dew (djuw), etc.
u in language (langwidz), etc.
It is not expressed orthographically in use (juwz 

and juws), euphony (juwfoni), etc.

In the Scotch and Welsh dialects the passage at the 
back of the mouth is sometimes so contracted that a de
cided uvular quality is lent to m, giving it an initial sound 
like that of ch in the Scotch loch or the German Buch, 
for which the phonetic symbol is x. Thus we hear xMen 
for Men, etc.

People of the South of England usually replace m by w, 
pronouncing while (Mail) wail, etc.

Cockneys and foreigners frequently confound w with v. 
This is exemplified in the immortal Samuel Weller’s pro- | 
nunciation of his own name “samivol vele.”
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ARTICULATION OF THE CONSONANTS.

iw), etc.

ice A by w,

d w with v.
Teller’s pro-

p is written :
p in peep (pijp), paper (peipaa), etc.
pp in poppy (pop!), etc.
gh in hiccough (hikvp).

b is written :
b in babe (beib), booby (buwbi), etc. 
bb in ebb (eb), babble (bab’l), etc.

age at the 
that a de- 

titial sound 
man Buch, 
hear xMen

t escape of 
und follow- 
as is heard 
e carefully

use (juwz

! ; while at 
ruded and, 
ome force, 
piration, w 
tension of

f and v
are continuants articulated by pressing the lower lip 
lightly against the upper teeth and allowing the breath 
to escape through the space between the lip and the 
irregular edges of the teeth.

f is written :
f in fief (fijf), fifty (fifty), deaf (def), etc.
ff in off (o:f), etc.
ph in phantom (fantam), triumph (traiamf), etc.
gh in tough (tvf), etc.
u in lieutenant (leftenant).

v is written :
v in vivid (vivid), revive (rivaiv), etc.
f in of (ov).
ph in Stephen (stijv’n), nephew (nevjuw).

m
is the nasal formed usually with the same lip articulation 
as b, though before f it often becomes denti-labial.

m is written :
m in maim (meim), mamma (mama:), etc.
mm in hammer (hamaa), etc.

A common fault among Irish and American speakers is 
to make m syllabic in such words as elm (elm), sounding 
it el’m or elam.
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are stops 
the upp 
farther I

(wons),

A simi 
it should

On the 
between 
nounced

d, too, 
and in si

The t 
nants is 
partner (

are forme 
and 5. 1 
the heads 
posed.

thus children say sin for thing (Oin), etc.

Again, the lower lip is allowed to come in contact with 
the edges of the upper teeth, so that f and v are produced, 
and we hear the pronunciation fin.

Occasionally the passage between tongue and teeth is 
left too open, and the aspiration only is heard, producing 
hip for Oin.

On the other hand, a common fault is to raise the 
tongue tip into contact with the upper gums, thus leaving 
no escape for the breath, and changing these continuants 
into the stops t and d. making the sound of thing, tip.

0 is often erroneously omitted between two consonants, 
months (mnnOs) being pronounced mons, tenths (ten@s), 
tens, etc.

By false analogy with breadth, etc., ( is added to 
height (hait), which thus becomes hait@.

9 is written :
th in thin (Oin), saith (seO), method (meOed), bath 

(ba:0).

d is wi 
d
de 
ec

The pt 
if ten (o:i
It is a

t is wr 
t 
tt 
th 
ec

0 and S
are continuants articulated by placing the tip of the tongue 
behind or between the teeth, the breath stream passing 
between the upper teeth and the tongue.

8 is written : 
th in than (San), father (fazoa), smooth (srnuwS), 

with (wiS), baths (ba:oz), etc.
the in scythe (sais), bathe (beiS).

The articulation of these sounds seems to present con
siderable difficulty. Sometimes the tongue tip is not 
sufficiently lowered and advanced, and the escape of 
breath is permitted by a channel produced by depressing 0 
the middle of the tongue, so that s and z are sounded ;
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0ad), bath

h (smuwS),

the tongue 
am passing

nd teeth is 
, producing

raise the 
hus leaving 
continuants 
thing, tip.

consonants, 
ths (ten6s),

ontact with 
e produced,

resent con- 
tip is not 
escape of 

depressing 
a sounded ;

s added to

t and d
are stops formed by placing the tip of the tongue against 
(he upper gums, either close to the teeth or slightly 
farther back.

t is written :
t in taught (to:t), potato (peteito), etc.
tt in titter (titox), etc.
th in thyme (taim), Thomas (tomes), etc.
ed in fetched (fetst), wished (wist), etc.

d is written :
d in deed (dijd), dado (deido), etc.
dd in added (adid), etc.
ed in blamed (bleimd), waged (weidzd), etc.

The pedantic error is often made of sounding the t of 
often (o:f'n), soften (so:f’n), etc.

Tt is also erroneously added to across (okro:s), once 
(wons), etc., making them okro:st, wonst, etc.

A similar mistake is made in sounding d in cases where 
it should be silent, as in handsome (hansum).

On the other hand, like 6, t is often erroneously omitted 
between two consonants, so that cents (sents), is pro
nounced sens ; facts (fakts), faks, gifts (gifts), gifs, etc.

d, too, is omitted often after n, as in friends (frendz), 
and in similar cases where it should be sounded.

The tendency to change voiceless into voiced conso
nants is seen in such mispronunciations as pazdnax for 
partner (pa:Jtnw).

t§ and dz
are formed by the union of t and d with the continuants § 
and 3. The mode of their articulation is dealt with under 
the heads of the simple consonants of which they are com
posed.
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S

are usual 
or hisses, 
in that tl 
sides of t 
caused to

§ is wri 

sh 
shi 
si : 
s i: 
ssi 
ss 
sci 
ti i

z is written :
z in zeal (zijl), seize (sijz), amazing (omeizip), etc.
zz in fuzz (fvz), fuzzy (fuzi), etc.

t§ is written :
ch in church (te:xt§), teacher (tijtu), etc. 
tch in fetch (fet§), catch (kat§), etc.

dz is written :
j in judge (dzvd3), etc.
g in region (rijdgan), etc.
gg in exaggerate (egzadzreit), etc.
dge in edge (edz), etc.
di in soldier (souldza).

The t 
the place 
mon tha 
dizmis, € 
miss (dis

The d 
tongue t 
and the 
instead c 
isipz), e

Before 
or 5, e.g. 
man), ‘ 
men), ‘i 
‘as sure i

n
is the nasal articulated with the tongue and teeth in the 
same position as for d. It is very often syllabic, as in oven 
(vv’n), hasten (heis’n), etc.

n is written :
n in nine (nain), tuner (tjuwnaj), etc.
nn in ninny (nini), etc.

s and z

are continuants articulated by placing the tongue tip 
against the upper gums, or slightly farther back, leaving 
in the middle a narrow channel through which the breath 
passes.

s is written :
s in sister (sista), abusive (ebjuwsiv), eic.
ss in grass (gra:s), grassy (gra:st), etc.
sc in scent (sent), etc.
c in city (sit!), etc.
sch in schism (siz’m), etc.
ps in psalm (sa:m), etc.

ss

x
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etc.

etc.

meizin), etc.

eeth in the 
c, as in oven

tongue tip 
ack, leaving 
h the breath

§ and 5

are usually grouped with s and z in the class of sibilants 
or hisses. Their articulation differs from that of s and z 
in that the tongue tip is drawn back, and by raising the 
sides of the tongue and lowering the middle, the breath is 
caused to pass in a broad instead of a narrow stream.

§ is written :

sh in sharp (a:p), rush (rv§), dashing (dain), etc. 
shi in fashion (fan), etc.
si in Asia (ei^jo), Persia (paujja), etc.
s in sugar (ugex), sensual (sensual), etc.
ssi in mission (mijan), etc.
ss in issue (i§juw), etc.
sci in conscience (konans), etc.
ti in nation (neijan), etc.

s in his (hiz), was (waz), deeds (dijdz), etc.
ss in scissors (sizaJz).
x in Xerxes (za:aksijz), etc.

The tendency to allow the voiced consonant to usurp 
the place of its voiceless associate is nowhere, more com
mon than with z and s ; so we hear pauzist, objuwziv, 
dizmis, etc., for persist (persist), abusive (abjuwsiv), dis
miss (dismis), etc.

The defect called lisping is caused by lowering the 
tongue tip and allowing the breath to pass between it 
and the teeth so as to produce the sounds 0 and 5, 
instead of s and z ; so lisp (lisp) is pronounced li@p, sings 
isipz), Oiyd, etc.

Before j and §, s and z are generally mispronounced § 
or 3, e.g., ‘Oi§ jvn man’ for ‘this young man’ (Sis joy 
man), 'Oouz jvn men’ for ‘those young men’ (ouz jvn 
men), 'i§ Jip' for ‘this ship’ (Sis Sip), '03 Su:r az feit’ for 
‘as sure as fate’ (az Ju:r az feit).
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In th 
raised a 
lowered 
back of 
of 1 to : 
front oi 
hear fru 
f r able

is a con 
the fron 
which vi 
South of 
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lation to 
accompa 
the pro! 
soundso 
of the te 
ing is pr 
poorer, ]

r is wi
r 
rr 
rh

1 is written :
1 in lily (lily), until (vntil), etc.
11 in till (til), hilly (bib), etc.
Ie in tale (teil), etc.
Ie or el when syllabic, as in table (teib’l), flannel 

(flan’l), etc.

1

is articulated between one or both sides of the tongue and 
the teeth, the tongue tip touching the upper gums or 
slightly fartherback, and stopping the egress of the breath 
in the centre of the passage. It is very frequently syllabic.

A com 
a medial 
(baril), s 
preceding 
disappeai 
ba:il, sk

Accom 
a misplar 

nounced

Some :

c in officiate (ofiyieit), etc.
ci in ancient (ein^ant), etc.
ce in ocean (ougn), etc.
che in luncheon (lvnan), etc.
ch in pinch (pin§), chivalry (Jivolri), etc.
sch in schedule (edjuwl), etc.
chs in fuchsia (fjuwSja).

3 is written :
si in occasion (okeizan), vision (vizan), etc.
s in usual (juw^juol), etc.
z in azure (eizzu:), etc.
g in rouge (ruwz).

As with s and z the voiceless § is often erroneously re
placed by the voiced 3. eizj and pazzj almost pass 
current with us for Asia (ei^ja) and Persia (pazz§je); 
ekskou^on for excursion (ekskezan) is the general pro 
nunciation among the uncultured, and even ougan, 
pa:J5jal, etc., are heard for ocean (ougn), partial 
(pa:sl), etc.

Another common fault is to insert a t after n before 
§ ; thus we hear pints, lvnt§, etc., for pinch (pin§), lunch 
(lvn§), etc.
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etc.

i), etc.

e

u

teib’l), flannel

after n before 
h (pin§), lunch

î general pro
even ou^en, 
ion), partial

erroneously re- 
ja almost pass 
rsia (pazz§je);

he tongue and 
ipper gums or 
s of the breath 
iently syllabic.

In the articulation of this consonant the tongue tip is 
raised and drawn back, and the sides just back of the tip 
lowered. Hence there is a natural tendency to raise the 
back of the tongue. This sometimes causes the utterance 
of 1 to have a palatal quality, the preceding vowel, if a 
front one, being dragged to a back position. Thus we 
hear fruwgul for frugal (fruwg’l), and eibol or even eibul, 
for able (eib'l), etc.

r
is a continuant formed by lightly and quickly touching 
the front of the hard palate with the tip of the tongue, 
which vibrates slightly as the movement is made. In the 
South of England the trill is less apparent than with us, 
and in Scotland much more so. The closeness of its re
lation to the vowels, and the fact that its articulation is 
accompanied by raising the back part of the tongue are 
the probable causes of the loss of the front vanishing 
sounds of the diphthongs ij, ei, ou and uw before r, and 
of the tendency of vowels to become wider. Thus fear
ing is pronounced fi:rin; fairy, fe:rt ; tory, to:ri or to:ri; 
poorer, pu:rej; and purer, pju:roj.

r is written :
r in rare (re:x), bring (brip), rarity (rezritt), etc. 
rr in sorry (sori), etc.
rh in Rhine (rain), Rhone (roun), rhyme (raim), etc.

A common vulgarism with us is to substitute a for r as 
a medial sound in such words as quarrel (kaortl), barrel 
(baril), squirrel (skairtl), etc., dragging back the vowel 
preceding, and frequently causing the one following to 
disappear, with the resultant mispronunciations kmozal, 
bail, skaval and similar monstrosities.

Accompanying the substitution of a for r we often have 
i a misplaced vowel ; thus hundred (Imndrod) is mispro
nounced hondead, etc.

Some speakers, form r as a medial with the flat part of
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is a con 
flat par 
hard pa 
breath 
times a] 
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fairy (f 
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It is a 
initial i :,

the tongue instead of the tip, making the contact at the 
sides and allowing the breath to escape in the centre, pro
ducing a sound like j for r. Thus we hear ka:jidz for 
carriage (karid5), supijo. for superior (sjupiiriej), febjuari 
for February (februarr), etc.

The same mispronunciation is sometimes heard after a 
consonant, particularly after g: thus gjou is heard for 
grow (grou), gjand for grand (grand), etc.

Raising the back part of the tongue, and neglecting to 
move the tip, leads to a lip rounding that causes a sound 
resembling w to be substituted for r, thus very is mispro
nounced vewy, etc.

r is frequently incorrectly made syllabic, e.g., nmb’rela 
is heard for umbrella (umbrelo), hen'r or heneri for 
Henry (henri), etc.

A fault so common among English people that some 
German phoneticians regard it as the correct pronuncia
tion, is the insertion of r between a final vowel like o, 
and the initial vowel of a following word ; e.g., such 
phrases as ‘Ji aidi:9 r ov’ for ‘the idea of’ (Ji aidi:e ov) 
‘dzuwde r ond izrf:ol’ for 'Judah and Israel’ (dzuwda 
end izre;el), etc., are frequently noticeable.

When two r’s occur in adjacent syllables, it is a com
mon mistake to omit a syllable, thus literary (litereri) is 
mispronounced liter or even litr ; library (laibreri), 
laibry, etc.

The following are additional mispronunciations associ
ated with this troublesome consonant :

(1) Lengthening and narrowing o to o:; for example, 
pronouncing porridge (portdz) as po:ad3, forest (forist), 
fe:rist or foust ; sorry (sori), so:ri, etc. ;

(2) Changing i:, e: o: and u: to the diphthongs ij, ei, ou 
or ow and uw, sometimes making r syllabic after them ; 
e.g., hearing (hi:rip) is pronounced hijrip or hij’rip;
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dations associ-

for example, 
forest (forist),

neglecting to 
auses a sound 
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i heard after a 1 
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contact at the 
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s, it is a com- 
ry (litarari) is 
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longs ij, ei, ou 
c after them ; 
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e.g., -nmb’rela 
or henari for

fairy (fc:ri), feirt or fej’ri, hoary (ho:rt), hour or how'r ; 
poorer (pu:ra.i), puwraa or puw'r., etc.;

(3) Adding a consonantal vanishing sound to the diph
thong ai, thus miry (mai’rt) is pronounced maij’ri, etc.

j
is a consonantized i, formed by bringing the sides of the 
flat part of the tongue into contact with the front of the 
hard palate, turning down the tongue tip and allowing the 
breath to escape in the middle. So nearly does j some
times approximate to i, that it is frequently very difficult 
to distinguish the two sounds : e.g., in tedious (tijdjes or 
tijdies), Asia (eijp or eija), etc.

j is written :
y in yes (jes), young (jvp), etc.
i in onion (unjan).
j in hallelujah (hahluwja).

As a rule no orthographic symbol is used to indicate the 
presence of this sound before u, eu, ew, etc., as in duty 
(djuwty), due (djuw), eulogy (juwladgi), few (fjuw), etc.

While in cultured speech this consonant has very 
generally forced its companionship upon the vowel uw, 
the uneducated, and even persons of some degree of 
refinement, especially in the United States, still fail to 
employ it after a consonant. Thus tuwzdi for Tuesday 
(tjuwzdi), duwtt for duty (djuwty), etc., are common 
mispronunciations.

On the other hand it is sometimes introduced when not 
required, for example, columns (kolamz) is incorrectly 
sounded koljamz or koljuwmz ; mischievous (mist Jivas), 
mistjijvjas ; coupon (kuwpon), kjuwpon ; and in the 
Eastern States cow (kau), kjau, etc.

It is an English affectation to introduce it before an 
initial i:, changing the vowel to a: or a: : thus Professor
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Bell says that London curates may be heard proclaiming 
to their congregations : " ij "at a0 ja:z tu ja: let im 
ja:". I myself have heard “hij at oH ja:z ta ja:, let 
im ja:”.

j is frequently replaced by 3 after d, or by § after t, 
so Indian (indjon) is mispronounced indien ; dew (djuw), 
dzu w ; nature (neitju :), neitoa, opportunity (opajtjuwnitr) 
opajtjuwnitr, etc.

J
is the continuant formed by raising the flattened front 
part of the tongue towards the hard palate in the position 
of the vowel a so as to leave a wide passage through which 
the breath passes with considerable friction. J differs 
from r in that the tongue tip does not move forward 
and touch the upper gums or the hard palate. It differs 
from j in being articulated with the tongue tip raised and 
the whole tongue drawn back. It appears only before 
consonants or at the ends of words, and in the latter 
case, unless a pause intervenes, is replaced by r before a 
word beginning with a vowel, e.g., we pronounce, It is 
here, it iz hi: j, and Here it is, hi:r it iz. It is seldom 
clearly sounded among cultured speakers except in 
America, and with us, while it appears affected to allow 
it to be produced with so little friction as to make it de
generate into the vowel o, the lightness with which it is 
touched is generally in direct proportion to the refinement 
of the speaker. What has been said concerning the modifi
cation of vowels before r is still more strongly applicable 
to them before J, and we may further note their general 
tendency to lapse into the sound 9 : before this conson
ant, thus fir, fur, heard, herd, myrrh, are pronounced 
fo;.!, fa: j, houd, houd, ma: J, with no distinction of vowel 
sound.

I is written :
r in hear (hi;j), heard (haud), etc.
re in there (Je;u), etc.
rr in err (a: j), starred (sta:Jd), etc.
rrh in catarrh (kata.j), etc.
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y § after t, 
dew (djuw), 
pojtjuwniti)

proclaiming 
ja: let im 

% ta ja:, let

In a similar way the words tower (tau’a), power (pau’x), 
etc., are often sounded tauwaj, pazuwa or tauwer, pauwaj, 
etc.

k and g
are stops formed by placing the upper part of the tongue 
against the palate in positions varying according to the 
place of the articulation of the accompanying vowel.

k is written :
k in kin (kin), baker (beikaa), book (buk), skin 

(skin), etc.
ck in back (bak), etc.
c in cat (kat), vacate (vokeit), scald (ska:Id), etc.
cc in account (akaunt), etc.

The Southern Englishman usually fails to sound a after 
a mid or low vowel or before a consonant, and replaces it 
by the vowel a after a high vowel. Thus he pronounces 
father (fa:ax), mare (me:a), store (stou), and hard 
(ha: ad) as fa:T, me: or me:a, st: or sto:a, and ha:d; 
and fire (faia), poor (pu:a), etc., he sounds faia, pu: a, etc.

On the other hand, one of the last provincialisms to dis
appear from the Scotchman’s speech is the unvarying use 
of a strongly trilled r for J, usually without changing the 
sound ordinarily represented by the vowel symbol, to a:. 
Thus he pronounces: “The earth is the Lord’s” (Ji a:J0 
iz J" la: adz), Ji er6 iz d'à lo:rdz, etc.

The lack of euphony which characterizes the speech of 
uneducated Canadians is largely due to the forcing or pro
longation of this harsh sound, and the closing or diph
thongizing of a preceding long vowel. I have seldom 
heard sounds more excruciatingly rasping than those of 
the words “Where did you get your hair cut?” when 
pronounced by a Canadian youth trying to articulate dis
tinctly. The following phonetic transcript gives but a 
faint conception of the effect : Mej’x did jo get joj hej’j 
kvt?
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D
is a nasalized g. It is used in English only as a medial or 
terminal sound.

y is written :
ng in singing (siyiy), singer (siyej), etc.
n in finger (fingoa), congregate (kongrgeit), think 

(0iyk), lynx (links), anxious (aykas), etc.
nd in handkerchief (haykaitjif), etc.

ch in chasm (kasm), christ (kraist), echo (ekou), etc. 
q in quiet (kmaiet), etc.
cq in acquire (okMah), etc.
qu in quoit (koit), conquer (koyko.i), mosque 

(mask), etc.
gh in hough (hok). etc.
x is used for ks in box (boks), etc.

g is written :
g in gig (gig), gag (gag), eager (ijgoa), stronger 

(stroygoj), etc.
gg in egg (eg), baggy (bag;), etc.
gu in guest, (gest), roguish (rougi§), etc.
gh in ghost (goust), aghast (egast), burgher 

(ba:Jgaj), etc.
x is equivalent to gz in exact (egzact), etc.

These consonants are frequently articulated by children 
with the tip instead of with the body of the tongue, and are 
thus confused with t and d. Older people frequently mis
pronounce k and g in the same way before 1, thus clean (klijn) 
and glint (glint) are pronounced tlijn and dlint.

The same interchange of sounds is partly responsible 
for the mispronunciation pitaa for picture (piktju;j).

Occasionally the g sound is wrongly omitted with y or n 
in words like finger (fingex), longer (loygej),and recognize 
(rekognaiz), which are mispronounced fiyx, loyoj, rekanaiz.

Uncultured English people on the other hand often use 
yg or yk for y, saying SDmfiiyg or sDinOiyk for some
thing (st>mOiy), etc.
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A common mark of the uncultured Englishman is the 
constant omission of this sound. Much less frequent is 
its introduction when not required. Some Englishmen 
however seem to be in a state of hopeless confusion as to 
when h should or should not be used.

A very common and serious fault is to substitute n for y, 
particularly in the derivative ending ing : e.g., pudding 
(pudin), seeing (sijin), etc., are sounded pud’n or pudin, 
sijin, etc.

The same substitution occurs before 0: thus length 
(lepO), strength (strepO), etc., are mispronounced lenG, 
strenO, etc.

h
is usually classed among the continuant consonants, as it 
may be uttered with an audible friction of the vocal 
chords. The friction is, however, hardly perceptible, and 
h appears to be merely a quick expiration gradually in
creasing in force as it unites with a following vowel.

h is written :
h in house (haus), hand (hand), etc.

‘ (glottal stop).

This is the sound produced by closing and suddenly 
opening the glottis as the breath stream issues from the 
lungs. If the expiration is very strong, a sound like a 
slight cough or outward gasp is produced. The glottal 
catch is, however, usually almost inaudible, and serves 
merely to give that clear fully voiced beginning of which 
the pronunciation of German words with a stressed vowel 
as the initial letter affords the commonest and most strik
ing example. In English it is heard only in passionate or 
excited utterance, and then only at the beginning of a 
sentence, or in the hiatus between two vowel sounds : 
e.g., “Am I ? the very idea of such a thing ! " " ‘am ai ? 
Th ven 'aidi: ev sots a Gip!’”
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their difference may again be recognized with little difti- I up as ^1 
culty. Then take the vowels a as in hat (hat), a : as in
father (fa:u), and o: as in law (lo:), and it will again be 
noted that while there is no great change in the positions of 
the tongue, it is nearest the front of the mouth in the utter
ance of the first, and nearest the back in the last of these 
sounds. Finally utter the whole series, i, e, a, a:, o:, 
o, u, first in the order in which they are written, and then 
in the reverse order, and the distinction between front 
and back vowels should be speedily mastered. It will be 
observed, too, that accompanying the tongue movements, 
there is a decided tendency to gradually change the form 
of the lip opening from a long narrow oval with i, to a 
wide oval with a:, the remaining back vowels being 
marked by a gradually increasing contraction and pro
trusion of the lips. The neutral vowels are identified by 
the negative fact that their articulation takes place at no 
definite point, but along the middle portion of the tongue, 
which, except that it may be raised or lowered, occupies 
the position it usually has when the mouth is closed.

ARTICULATION of the Vowels. as
Owing to the lack of perceptible friction in their articu- | 

lation, it is often found difficult at first to note the | 
movements of the speech organs that give rise to the I 
distinguishing characteristics of the vowels. It seems 
expedient, therefore, to give a few practical hints upon | 
this point.

We will begin with the tongue movements that distin- ( 
guish the front from the back vowels. Utter the sound of 
ij in eat (ijt) and then the sound of uw in food (fuwd), 
keeping the attention fixed upon the tongue only. Its 
movement from the front of the hard palate to the back 3 
part of the mouth will be readily perceived. Next sound | 
e as in let (let), and then o, the second vowel of fellow 
(felo), and though the two positions of the tongue are | 
much closer together than in the utterance of ij and uw, I
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Open the mouth slightly and emit voice (i.e., vibrate the 
vocal chords), slightly raising the tongue. This will pro
duce the sound a: as in bird (ba;jd).

To distinguish the high from the low vowels, utter the 
sounds of the two series, i, e, a, and u, o, o;, letting 
the sounds of each series glide into one another with no 
intervening pause. Carefully observe this time the vertical 
motion of the tongue. Its gradual downward movement, 
accompanied by a tendency to lower the jaw, will be quite 
apparent.

The distinction between the terms narrow and wide may 
be grasped by causing the vowel of eat (ij t) to glide into 
that of it (it), that of fed (fed) into that of fair (ft a), and 
that of naught (no:t) into that of not (not). As the transi
tion from the first of each of these pairs to the second is 
made, a sense of relaxation of the upper surface of the 
tongue will be experienced, as if the sides were less curled 
up as the second vowel is sounded.

The pitch of vowels cannot be determined with any 
degree of exactitude without proper acoustical instru
ments.

If the explanations given in the foregoing paragraphs 
are clearly understood, little further description of the 
articulation of our English vowels is needed than that 
afforded by the table on the following page.

The diphthongs are set in this table as nearhj as possible 
in a line with the place of the articulation of the first and 
last elements of their sounds, which are approximately 
indicated, by the ttvo symbols employed.

When there are two rowels in the same position, e.g., i; 
and i, the narrower is given first.
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ij is written :
ae in Caesar (sijzaj), etc.
ay in quay (kij).
e in be (bij), even (ijvon), antipodes (antipodijz), 

etc.
ea in meat (mijt), bean (bijn), etc.
ee in see (sij), etc.
ei in seize (sijz), ceiling (sijliy), etc.
eo in people (pijp’l).
ey in key (kij).
i in machine (mo^ijn), chagrin (agrijn), invalid 

(invelijd), mosquito (meskijto), etc.
ie in field. (fijld), siege (sijdj), etc.
oe in Œdipus (ijdipos), etc.

The consonantal character of the closing element of this

>
3
5
5

3 
M 
z

H

O 
s 
2

I

i: is written :
ie in bier (bi:a), etc.
e inhere (hi;j), serious (si:rios), real (ri:91), mu

seum (mjuwzhem), etc.
ea in ear (i:a), etc.
ee in peer (pi:a), etc.

I This sound only occurs before r, J, and vowels. The 
commonest fault in pronouncing it is to narrow it to ij, 
soften omitting a following vowel, e.g., mija for mere 

mi:), rijl for real ri:ol, oudijl for ordeal (oudicol), etc.

i sound should not be too distinctly marked.
The commonest mispronunciation of this sound is the 

I substitution of i in such words as creek (krijk), mosquito 
1 meskijto), etc., making them krik, maskito, etc.

Occasionally e is wrongly used for ij, in such words as 
ep for leap (lijp), etc.

-2
x J
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i is written :
a in village (viltdz), etc.
ai in captain (kaptm), etc.
ay in Sunday (svndy), etc.
e in begin (bigin), exceed (iksijd), suited (sjuwtid, 

restless (restlis), goodness (gudnts), college 
(kolidz), poet (po:[t), etc.

i is written :
e in England (ipgland), pretty (prity), etc.
ee in breeches (britStz), been (bin or bijn), etc.
i in fist (fist), irritate (iriteit), restive (restiv), 

miracle, (mirokl), etc.
ie in sieve (siv), etc. 
o in women (wimmn). 
u in busy (bizi), etc. 
ui in build (bild), etc. 
y in system (sistun), etc.

Mistakes are common in the pronunciation of this 
sound. It is very often replaced by o or D before r in 
such words as squirrel (sk mirtl), miracle (mirok’l), etc., 
these words being mispronounced sk.waul or skADal 
mozak'l, etc.

The same incorrect substitution takes place in such 
expressions as Ue e;a for the air (Ji cm), pilgrom or 
pilgrm for pilgrim (pilgrim), tyvldron for children 
(tildren), juwnoti for unity (juwniti), etc.

Other mispronunciations consist in replacing i by 1, 
ai and ij, e.g., resk for risk (risk), sens for since (sins', 
england for England (ipglond), prett for pretty (pritt) 
dzenju:ain for genuine (d^enjunn), mist §ij vos or mist 
Jijvjos for mischievous (mist^ivos), etc.
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e

bed (sjuwtid) 
nts), college

etc.
ijn), etc.
Live (restiv).

lace in such 
pilgrom or 

for children

ea in guinea (giny), etc.
ee in coffee (kofy), etc.
ei in forfeit (fozafzt), etc.
ey in alley (ah), etc.
i in comfit (ki)mfit), etc.
ia in carriage (kardz), etc.
ie in envied (envid), etc.
oi in tortoise (tonitis or tozatois).
u in lettuce (letts), etc.
ui in biscuit (biskit).
y in city (site), etc.
‘ in James’s (dzeimziz), etc.

e is written :

a in any (eni), many (meni), ate (et or eit), etc.
ae in Ætna (etno), etc.
ai in again (agen or ogein), said (sed), etc.
ay in says (sez), etc.
e in let (let), merry (men), special (spesol), etc.
ea in breadth (bredO), cleanly (klenly), etc.
ei in heifer (hefe.), leisure (lezu: or lijzu:a), etc. 
eo in jeopardy (dzepotdy), leopard (lepaad), etc.
ie in friend (frend), etc.
u in bury (beri), etc.

icing i by 3 
: since (sins) 
retty (pritt) 
vas or mist

tion of this 
) before r in 
iirak’1), etc., 
. or skAal

The commonest mispronunciations of this sound are : 
Substituting a, e.g., ru:an for ruin (ru:in), sauvas for 

service (sazvis), etc.

Making a consonant syllabic instead of sounding the 
vowel, p.g., maunt’n for mountain (mauntin), etc.

Using ou for 0:1 in such words as pout for poet (po:it), 
poum for poem (po:nn), etc.
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ei is written :
a in lady (leidy), cambric (keimbrik), bass (beis), 

etc.
ag in champagne ((ampein), etc.
ah in dahlia (deilie or dalia), etc.
ai in aid (eid), etc.
aig in campaign (kampein), etc.
aigh in straight (streit), etc.
ait in trait (trei or treit).
alf in halfpenny (heip’ni).
ao in gaol (dzeil).
ay in day (dei), etc.

words 
(apores 
among

Engl 
o or ev 
we hea 
baibr.

The 
soundil

French word fête (feit), etc.
ea in great (greit), etc.
eh in eh (ei), etc.
ei in vein (vein), etc.
eig in reign (rein), etc.
eigh in weight (weit), etc.
ey in grey (grei), etc.

The habit of using a in place of this sound in such

Mispronunciations are :

Changing e for i in such words as git for get (get), 
instid for instead (insted), prisbiti:rion for Presbyterian 
(presbiti:rion), etc.

Replacing it by ij in dijf for deaf (def), wijpen for 
weapon (wepon), etc.

Changing it for o before r, e.g., haja:ld for herald 
(herald), po;.il for peril (peril), etc.

Using a in its place in jas for yes (jes), or ei in 
meizu: for measure (mezu:), etc.

(Jeza), J
Using 

etc., mis]
4

in the ordinary English pronunciation of the I
mi
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, wijpan for
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etc., mispronouncing them kozalts, etc.

a

und in such

or get (get), 
Presbyterian

mispronounced oparont, were (we: 
(de: a), Jax, etc.

Using the sound o: in such words

a is written :
a in fat (fat), carry (kari), etc. 
ai in plait (plat or pleit), etc.
al in salmon (saman).

or woa), waa, there

as careless (kezalts).

I

e is written :
a in caring (kt: rip), fare (feza), scarce (skt:as), 

Israel (izrt:al), etc.
aa in Aaron (cran), etc.
ai in hairy (ht:n), pair (pea), etc.
aye in prayer (pre:a), etc.
e in ere (t:a), there (Jeza), etc.
ea in swearing (sMt:rip), wear (wt:a), etc.
ei in their (Je:x), heir (t:a), etc.

Mispronunciations are :
Making the sound too high and narrow, so that it be

comes the first element of the diphthong ei, thus we hear 
pc: a for pear (pe:a), more frequently however it is diph
thongized, and the word becomes pei or even peja.

Lowering the sound to a, e.g., apparent (9pc:rant) is

es), or ei in

1

I

we hear the word baby (beibi) mispronounced boibi or 
baibj.

The Scotch often use an undiphthongized e: for ei, 
sounding hate (heit), he:t, etc.

words as pathos (pei@os), patriot (peitriot), apparatus 
(apareitas), etc., is very firmly established with us, even 
among persons with some pretensions to culture.

English people often mispronounce this sound by using 
a or even a as the initial element of the diphthong, so e.g..
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This sound in the speech of the South of England, and 
of some parts of the United States, is generally replaced 
by a:, a: is however heard frequently everywhere among 
English-speaking people of culture, while with us, though 
of course permissible, the a: sound seems affected.

One of the most marked solecisms in the speech of the 
uncultured of this continent consists in raising and short
ening the sound to a. Thus we constantly hear kant for 
can’t (ka:nt), laf for laugh (la:f), etc.

Mispronunciations are :
Changing a to e in ket§ for catch (kat§), etc.
To i in kin for can (kan), etc.
To ei in foubeid for forbade (fo:abad), etc.

To a: in ba:rd or haul for baril, etc.

Americans who are striving to affect an English accent 
use a: or a: in such words as ha :nd, a:nt or a:nt, a:s, 
etc., for hand (hand), ant (ant), ass (as), etc.

In the words tassel (tas’l), balcony (balkeni), etc., o or 
o: is made to replace it, so that we hear tos’l, bo:lkani, 
etc.

This sound is not only longer but lower and farther 
back than a.

a : is written :
a in rather (ra:au), bath (ba:0), after (a:ftoj), 

pass (pa:s), cast (ka:st), ask (a:sk), chance 
(ta:ns), command (kama:nd), sample (sa:mp’l), 
etc.

al in alms (a:mz), calf (ka:f), etc.
au in laugh (la:f), launch (la:nJ or b:nj), aunt 

(a:nt), etc.
Using 

the mo 
e.g., mil

■ Using 
■ miry (n

Occas 
■ tiger (tn

Chang 
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ai
ai is a combination of a: and i.
It is written :

ais in aisle (ail).
ay in ay (ai).
ei in eiderdown (aidozdaun), etc.
eigh in height (hait), etc.
eye in eye (ai), etc.
i in alibi (alibai), dial (daial), idol (aidai), confine 

(kanfain), choir (kmai), etc.
ic in indict (indait), etc.
ie in lie (lai), etc.
ig in sign (sain), etc.
igh in high (hai), etc.
is in island (ailond), etc.
uy in buy (bai), etc.
y in fly (flai), tyrant (tairont), etc.

Mispronunciations arc :

Using a: as the first element of the diphthong, some
times dwelling at too great length on this component. 
Thus we hear ma:i for my (mai), etc.

Using o; or D as the first element. This is one of 
the most noticeable characteristics of the Irish dialect : 
e.g., mine (main) is pronounced main, mvin, or even main.

Using a consonantal closing sound before 1 or r, thus 
miry (mairi) is pronounced majri, etc.

Occasionally ei is substituted for ai as in teiga.i for 
tiger (taigaj), etc.

Changing the sound to T m the final syllable of ally, 
allies (alai, alaiz), making them alt, ahz.
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a is written :
a in unstressed connectives and auxiliaries, e.g., 

and (and or on), has (haz or az), was (waz), etc., 
also in agreeable (agri:obl), idea (aidi:a), etc.

aa in Isaac (aizak).
ah in Sarah (se;ra), etc.
e in the (before a consonant d" a), prudence (pruw- 

dans), enter (enta), etc.
i in unstressed sir (sai).
ia in parliament (paulamant).
o in unstressed from (fram), of (av), etc.
o in phantom (fantam), etc.
oa in cupboard (kobeid), etc.

a: is written :
e in fern (faun), etc.
ea in earn (a:.in), etc.
i in fir (fa:a), stirred (staud), etc.
o in work (wauk), colonel (kaunal), etc.
ou in courtesy (kautsi), etc.
u in turn (ta;an), fur (fa:a), etc.
y in myrtle (ma:at’l), etc.

Mispronunciations, etc. :
Many English people raise the tongue so as to pro

duce a sound resembling e ; so, tean is heard for turn 
(to:an), etc.

On the other hand Canadians sometimes lower the 
tongue and move it back so that a: is replaced by D, e.g., 
buad for bird (baud), etc.

The Irish often carry back the sound so far that it is 
scarcely distinguishable fromu:, pronouncing bird (ba: ad), 
bu:ad, etc.
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far that it is 
g bird (ba:id),

30 as to pro- 
eard for turn

xiliaries, e.g., 
as (waz), etc., 
idi:a), etc.

ou in famous (feimas), etc.
oui in unstressed would (wad), should (Jad), etc. 
u in column (kolam), etc.
y in martyr (ma : atx), etc.

es lower the 
ed by v, e.g.,

Mispronunciations :
Using the sounds a, o, etc., in place of a. This fault 

is most frequent in reading, when we hear for example, 
and for and or an, abaund for obaund, kri:eito;j for 
kri:eitai, etc.

Replacing a by v, e.g., aizvk for aizak, etc.
Dropping the sound after the diphthong ai ; e.g., 

pronouncing lion (laian), lain, etc.

D is written :
o in won (won), honey (hvny), worry (wnri), 

nothing (nvbin), etc.
oe in does (dvz), etc.
oo in blood (blvd), etc.
ou in rough (rof), flourish (flvriy), etc.
u in nut (not), hurry (hvry), etc.

In Southern England the sound is often scarcely dis
tinguishable from a: or a, that is, its articulation is higher 
and further forward than with us, thus we hear ba;t for 
but, etc.

In the Yorkshireman’s speech it often approximates to 
u: e.g., nvbin is sounded nu:@in, etc.

With us o too often wrongly takes its place, e.g., nothing 
(nvOin) is mispronounced no@in or no: Oin; monk (monk ), 
monk ; unknown (vnnoun), onnoun, etc. This fault is 
particularly common in words with the prefix un.

We often, too, change D to a: before r, e.g., hurry (hvrt) 
is made to rhyme with furry (fa:ri), etc.
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au is a combination of a sound a little higher perhaps " 
than a:, and u.

It is written :
ou in out (aut), etc. I
ough in plough (plan), etc. I
ow in coward (kauoxd), brown (braun), etc. I

The first element of this sound varies considerably with ■ 
different speakers. I

In the Eastern States and in Southern England, coupled g 
with a raising of the initial sound to a, is observable a "

a : is written :
a in father (fa:x), car (kau), starry (sta:ri), 

mama (mama:), papa (papa:), etc.
aa in kraal (kra:l), etc.
ah in ah (a:), hurrah (hura:), etc.
e in clerk (kla:.ik), etc.
ea in heart (haut), hearth (hauO), etc.

The sound a: is more often heard than a: in America 
in such words as hearth, clerk, etc. However, since the 
a; sound is usual with us among people of the highest 
culture, while a: is considered a decided vulgarism in 
England, the former is preferable.

Sometimes the articulation is so low and so far back 
that this sound becomes almost o: ; e.g., father is pro
nounced fo:d"aj, etc.

With us the pronunciation of the words mama (mama:) 
and papa (papa:) is much abused. We hear mama, papa ; 
mama, papa ; ma:, pa: ; ma:, pa: ; and even mo:, pa:.
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mama, papa ; 
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so far back 
ather is pro

tendency to the introduction of j ; thus pound (paund) 
becomes pjaund ; cow (kau), kjau, etc.

Among people of affectedly English speech, a: is often 
allowed to take the place of au ; e.g., powers (pauoaz) is 
pronounced pauz or pa:az or pa:z.

A common Canadian fault is to over-round the lips 
before r and J, so as to produce a w sound ; e.g., pro
nouncing flower (Aau’x) flauwoj, etc.

o is written :
a in was (woz), what (mot), quarry (kmory), equality 

(ijkmolity), etc.
au in laudanum (lodnam or lo:dnam), etc.

: in America 
er, since the 
: the highest 
vulgarism in

o: is written :
a in all (o:l), bald (bo:Id), war (wo:a), water 

(wo: tai), wrath (r:0), etc.
au in taut (to:t), etc.
augh in caught (ko;t), etc.
aw in maw (mo:), etc.
o in off (o:f), frost (fro:st), cloth (klo:0), etc.
oa in broad (bro:d), etc.
ough in ought (o:t), etc.

Before r and a this sound slightly shortened is generally 
used by people of the South of England and by many 
Americans, where in Canada it is more usual to employ

| o:; e.g., a Southern Englishman pronounces more, mo:a 
I or mo:, etc., while most Canadians say mo:, etc.

An objectionable mispronunciation with us is due to 
I neglecting to round this vowel, so that it resembles a: or 
I a lengthened o. Thus we hear wa:taa or wotoa for water 
I (wo:taa), la: for law (lo:), tot for taught (to;t), etc., etc.

In some words D is allowed to replace o:, thus because 
(biko:z) becomes buk vz, etc.

o
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This sound is seldom heard in the South of England 
unless it be in such words as poet (pont or poutt), etc.;

anion 
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o: is written :
o in ore (o:1), etc.
oa in oar (o:j), etc.
oo in door (do:x), etc.
ou in mourn (mo:an), four (fo:a), etc.

This diphthong is compounded of a wide o: and i.
oi is written :

oi in oil (oil), turmoil (tonmoil), etc.
oy in boy (boi), envoy (envoi), etc.

The first component of this sound is often incorrectly 
made narrower and higher than o:, thus we hear boy 
(boi) pronounced almost like bowie (bou:i), etc.

A common fault, most noticeable perhaps among the 
uneducated of England, though common too in America, 
is to use ai for this sound ; caj., join (dzin) is mispro
nounced djain, etc.

o in not (not), folly (fob), foreign (form), coral 
(korl), etc.

ou in hough (hok).
ow in knowledge (noltdz), etc.

A very common tendency with us is to change o to o: 
especially before r or J. So foreign (form) is pronounced 
fo:rin or fo:in; forest (fortst), fo:rist or fozust; office 
(ofis), o:fis ; dog (dog), do:g; God (god), go:d etc. This 
last word is often mispronounced ga : d.

v too is allowed to take the place of o; so donkey 
(dopki) is mispronounced dvyky, hovel (hovol), hovel ; 
sovereign (sovorm), snvorin ; was (woz or woz), wz.
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form), coral
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among the 
in America, 
) is mispro-
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This vowel is often sounded 9, e.g., obei for obei, etc. 
This is an offensive mispronunciation when the vowel is 
terminal, e.g., in window (windo), fellow (felo), etc.

among English-speaking people elsewhere it is the common 
sound before .

o is written :
aoh in Pharaoh (fe:ro).
o in obey (obei), protect (protekt ), officiate (ofisieit), 

hotel (hotel), heroine (heroin), etc.

ough in thorough (Ouro).
ow in fellow (felo), etc.

l incorrectly 
e hear boy

so donkey 
el), hovel ; 
:), woz.

Before a vowel the final u of the diphthong is scarcely 
sounded by cultured speakers. If this sound is at all 
narrowed, the effect is particularly offensive. This mis-

on is compounded of a sound rather higher and narrower 
than o: and u.

ou is written :
eau in beau (bou), bureau (bju:rou), etc.
eo in yeoman (joumen).
ew in shew (Jou), etc.
o in go (gou), omen (oumen), patrol (patroul), 

gross (grous), etc.
oa in groan (groun), etc.
oh in oh (ou), etc.
oo in brooch (brout§), etc.
ou in soul (soul), mould (mould), etc.
ough in dough (dou), though (Jou), etc.
ow in slow (slou), etc.
owe in owe (ou), etc.

ange o to o: 
pronounced 
oust; office 
. etc. This
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pronunciation is often accompanied by the omission of the 
vowel that should follow the diphthong ; thus we hear 
poum for poem (pouim or po:un), etc.

The substitution of D for ou is a common fault, e.g., 
won’t (wount) is mispronounced wont ; home (houm), 
hum ; whole (houl), hvl, etc.

uw is sometimes wrongly allowed to take the place of 
ou ; e.g., goal (goul) is mispronounced guwl.

Final ou in such words as bureau (bju:rou) is often 
mispronounced o or o so that the word becomes bju:ro or 
bju:ro.

English people often introduce the diphthong by e 
instead of o:, or prefix e to the diphthong. Thus we 
hear neu or neou for no (nou), etc.

A very 
■ in words

u is written :
o in woman (wumen), bosom (buzem), to (tu), etc. 
oo in book (buk), foot (fut), etc.
ou in bouquet (bukei), courier (kurioj).
oui in could (kud), etc.
u in hurrah (hura:), pulpit (pulpit;, cushion (kujon), 

put (put), etc.

In the word to, the vowel is so short and indistinct that 
before a consonant it is scarcely to be distinguished from 
o. While before a consonant, e.g., in such phrases as to 
send (to send), etc., this may be permitted ; it is an 
offensive mispronunciation before a vowel or at the end of 
a phrase ; e.g., when to eat (tu ijt), going to (gouin tu), 
etc., are mispronounced to ijt, goui to, etc.

o is also incorrectly substituted for u in you (ju or juw), 
your (ju. or juu) which are sometimes sounded jo and 
jo J.

The use of o in should, would, etc., is of course the 
rule in cases where they are unstressed and rapidly 
uttered.
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The commonest mispronunciation of u is the substitu
tion of D ; thus we hear bvtaa for butcher (butaa), fut 
for foot (fut), bDzom for bosom (buzom), kvriau for 
courier (kuria), etc.

In some cases uw is substituted for u: ; e.g., wo have 
buwzom for bosom (buzam), buwk for book (buk), etc.

i fault, e.g., 
me (houm),

A very common mistake is the omission of the j sound 
I in words like dual (dju:ol), pronouncing them du:al, etc.

course the 
nd rapidly

thong by e 
. Thus we

ju : is written :
eu in the common English pronunciation of con

noisseur (konisju: or konisau),
ew in fewer (fju:ai), etc.
iew in viewer (vju:aj), etc.
u in pure (pju:a), dual (dju:ol), etc.

ission of the 
us we hear

u: is written:
eu in pleurisy (plu:risi), etc.
ew in brewer (bru:ea), chewing (tu:in), etc.
o in doer (dn:ai), doing (du:ig), etc.
oo in poor (puu), wooer rwu:aj), etc.
ou in your (ju: j), tour (tu: j), etc.
u in fluent (flu: ant), sure (u:x), etc.

It will be observed that this sound occurs only before 
I vowels and the consonants r and j. Its diphthongization 
I in these cases is very objectionable : e.g., in the pronuncia- 
! tion puwi or puwaj for poor (pu:a), etc.

In affectedly English pronunciation o: is often substi- 
I tuted for u:; e.g., surely (juuh) is mispronounced jouh 
I or $o:h, etc.

Occasionally au is incorrectly used for u: e.g., tourist 
I (tu:rist) is mispronounced taurist, etc.
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uw is written :
eu in rheumatism (ruwmatiz’m), etc.
ew in Jew (dzuw), chew (tuw), etc.
o in do (duw), who (huw), etc.
oe in canoe (konuw), shoe (uw), etc.
oo in boot (buwt), etc.
ou in youth (juwO) route (ruwt), etc.
u in rumour (ruwmaj), yule (juwi), etc.
ui in fruit (fruwt), juice (dzuws), etc.

A very common error in the utterance of this sound is 
to shorten it to u, so room (ruwm) is mispronounced rum, 
soup (suwp), sup, etc.

Another fault is the change to au in route (ruwt), 
accoutre (okuwtoj), etc., which are mispronounced raut, 
okautaj, etc.

In soot (suwt), D is sometimes used for uw, so that the 
word is mispronounced sot.

In Scotland and the North of England this sound is 
not usually diphthongized : thus food (fuwd) is pronounced 
fu:d, etc.

juw is written :
eau in beauty (bjuwty), etc. 
eu in feud (fjuwd), etc. 
ew in dew (djuw), etc. 
ieu in adieu (adjuw), etc. 
iew in view (vjuw), etc.

We h 
theme, 
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demand 
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sounds a 
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uw

There is some difference of opinion among phoneticians 
as to the final element of this diphthong, some regard- 
ing it as u, others as w ; with us it is certainly usually 
consonantal.
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LAWS OF EXPRESSION----PHONETIC SYNTAX.

Laws of Expression—Phonetic Syntax.

We have now to consider briefly the second part of our 
theme, the art of using words so as to make them effective 
vehicles for the expression of thought and feeling. This 
demands training of the organs of speech as well as power 
to comprehend the thought, and to become susceptible to 
the emotional states to which expression is to be given. 
Thought and feeling are so closely allied with their correct 
and forcible expression, that the consciousness of making 
a statement effectively quickens brain and heart. Thus 
gifted speakers soar upon the wings of their own words 
to the highest flights of oratory ; and great readers 
and actors, and through them their hearers, attain insight 
into what is often at once brightest and most elusive in 
literature. Hence intellectual power and oral expression 
are to a certain degree interdependent. The question of 
the cultivation of the former lies beyond the scope of this 
work ; but the laws governing the latter may be stated 
and the mode of their operation considered.

Apart from the individual characteristics of speech syntactical 
sounds as mere vocables, they have three classes of rela- <ÿtnbute«o/ 
tive attributes, that is, of attributes which pertain to their sounds.

u in usage (juwzdz), duke (djuwk), volume 
(voljuwm), etc.

ui in nuisance (njuwsans), suit (sjuwt), etc.

In America this sound is much less widely used than in 
England. It is almost always replaced by uw after 1 and s, 
thus blue (bljuw), suit (sjuwt), etc., are often pronounced 
by people of culture bluw, suwt, etc. After d, t, n and 0 
however, juw only can be regarded as permissible, thus 
stuwdent for student (stjuwdant) duw for due (djuw), 
nuwz for news (njuwz), etc., are serious mispronuncia
tions.
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For IntelU* to its impressiveness. To the former class belong (1) 
gibility. pauses before and after parenthetical expressions or 

appositives (see page 67, 1. 17) ; (2) before a predicate if 
the subject has attributes (page 67, 1. 6); (3) between the 
parts of sentences that act as modifiers of the same word 
(page 67, 1. 4) ; and (4) when there is an inversion or an 

For Impres- ellipsis (p. 67,1. 3, and p. 70,1. 30). In the second class we 
5 - 5 have (1) the pause that usually follows an emphatic word 

(p. 67,1. 23) ; and (2) the lengthened pause that sometimes

pressic 
in the

| deficien
■ the de 

objecti
Emp 

anothei

use in the expression of thought. Of these the first are 
associated with time, the second with energy of utterance, 
and the third with changes in the condition of the speech 
organs or peculiarities in the mode of their formation. 
Under the first head we have to consider rate and pause ; 
under the second, loudness or stress, and clearness ; and 
under the third, pitch, inflection and tone, the latter term 
embracing full tone, thin tone, whisper, pure tone, wheeze, 
gutturality and nasality.

A proper variation of the rate of utterance is one of 
the most important principles of elocution ; first, in con
nection with varying manifestations of feeling ; and 
secondly, in aiding to give proper relative value to our 
words and phrases. In the expression of emotional 
states, the rule is that excited feelings find vent in 
rapid utterance, while in grave or sad moods the rate 
of speech is slow. With regard to the perspective of our 
words and phrases, important ideas are brought to the 
foreground by slow and energetic enunciation, while what 
is comparatively insignificant is relegated to a subordinate 
position by a more hurried utterance. A common fault in 
reading is an unvaryingly rapid movement, generally 
accompanied by a slovenly pronunciation. It is very often 
the case, too, that readers fail to apportion the time given 
to the different parts of a statement in accordance with 
their relative weight of significance.

Pauses may be divided into two classes : those that 
concern the intelligibility of speech, and those that add
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syllable itself. Of the last form it is necessary to note 
three manifestations : (1) initial or diminishing stress ; Sub-divi. 
(2) final or increasing stress ; and (3) level stress, sions.
These again may be compounded, so that we may have in
creasing and diminishing or median stress, and diminish
ing and increasing stress. A rapidly intermittent stress Tremor. 
is called a tremor. All variations of stress are usually Association 
accompanied by differences of pitch, the pitch rising as with Püch- 
the stress increases.

Loudness may be observed in connection with the ex- Ej^ect 0f 
pression of any active violent passion, such as anger ; and Loudness. 
in the utterance of commands. In reading, while a Faults. 
deficiency of this quality is to be avoided, its excess to 
the degree of any straining of the voice is still more 
objectionable.

Emphasis marks (1) words that stand in contrast to one Uses of 
another (see page 67, 1. 18) ; (2) relational words that EmPhasxs.

gives effect to words that follow, or that prepares for a 
change in the thought by holding us in suspense until 
the utterance is made (page 67, 1. 6). In reading, the 
punctuation marks serve as partial guides for nearly all Punctua- 
these pauses, but the skill of the reader is shown bytion Mark». 
properly varying their duration with different turns of 
thought and by appropriately introducing pauses not 
indicated by the punctuation.

The terms loudness and stress designate the effect oî Loudness 
the efforts by which the breath-stream is made to issueand Strea8' 
from the lungs. They are of course relative terms. The Distinction 
former is usually applied to the utterance of phrases or 
sentences, constituting in connection with energy of 
articulation the quality of speech known as force ; while 
the use of the latter is generally restricted to words or 
parts of words. In this sense of the term there are three 
divisions of stress : (1) emphasis, or stress upon whole Dimsions oj 
words ; (2) accent, or stress upon those syllables of words Stress. 
of the pronunciation of which this stress is a constant 
feature ; and (3) a varying stress in the utterance of the

LAWS OF EXPRESSION—PHONETIC SYNTAX.
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anticipate or follow a clause of explanation (page 67, 11. 
29 and 23); and (3) words important because they express 
deep feeling or weighty ideas (page 67, 1. 3). No fault 
more strikingly betrays lack of appreciation of an author’s 
meaning than misplaced emphasis in reading. An instance 
of this often occurs in reading an adjective and a noun 
when the two together express an idea which it is expedi
ent to make prominent. Thus the words “a good man,” 
used to designate the person of whom goodness is an 
attribute, rather than to call attention to the quality itself 
in contradistinction to some other quality which might be 
possessed, are misread by strongly emphasizing the ad
jective and leaving the noun unstressed, a slight pause 
perhaps intervening between them, instead of grouping 
the two words and carrying the stress over slightly to the 
noun. The former mode of reading would of course be 
correct if the adjective expressed an idea of contrast, for 
example, in rebuttal of a statement that the man was bad.

Accent belongs mainly to the pronunciation of words 
apart from their connection with one another in the ex
pression of thought. In so far as it serves to differentiate 
the meaning of words which have otherwise the same 
sound, its consideration has place in connection with 
phonetic syntax ; but when we analyse pairs of words 
that seem to belong to this class, we find that there is 
nearly always a difference in their sounds, thus produce 
(prodjuws), the noun, is distinguished from produce 
(pro'djuws), the verb, by a change of vowel in the initial 
syllable, as well as by the change of accent. On the 
tendency to alternate accented and unaccented syllables 
depends the rhythm of our speech, this rhythm regulated 
and conventionalized, giving poetry its distinctive form. 
One of the commonest mistakes in reading poetry is to 
make the rhythm too apparent, so that, especially when, 
as is usually the case, this fault is accompanied by uni
formity of inflection, of pause and of rate, it produces a 
monotonous sing-song.
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5

among different sections of the race. Englishmen, for 
example, often mumble their consonants, but pronounce 
their vowels with a fair degree of clearness. Canadians, 
on the other hand, too frequently grind out those con
sonants which they make heard, but elide, shorten and, 
where possible, consonantize their vowels. The articula
tion of the people of the United States resembles that of P.o lleofthe 
Canadians, but is usually easier and slower, sometimes United 
degenerating into a drawl. The common tendency o^stuk8‘ 
English-speaking people to magnify stress at the expense 
of articulation, so that all but the stressed syllables 
lose their distinctive form or disappear, is very 
marked in American speech : thus, e.g., the word

(page 67, 11. 
they express 
). No fault 
: an author’s
An instance 
and a noun 
it is expedi- 
good man,” 
ulness is an 
quality itself 
ich might be 
ring the ad- 
slight pause 
of grouping 
ghtly to the 
of course be 
contrast, for 
nan was bad.

on of words 
r in the ex- 
differentiate 
e the same 
lection with 
rs of words 
hat there is 
bus produce 
om produce 
in the initial 
nt. On the 
ted syllables 
am regulated 
nctive form, 
poetry is to 
scially when, 
nied by uni- 
t produces a

The employment of initial, final or level stress is largely Initial, 
one of national habit, the general custom among Teutonic Level's^»». 
peoples being to use initial stress, this tendency being 
very marked in American speech. The stress, however” 
varies with the character of the feelings expressed ; final ^ntional 
stress being often employed, for example, in brief utter- "I"""" 

ances of anger or impatience ; and level stress in calls to Fe?u5'19 
attract attention. Median stress is suited to the utter- Pinal steka 
ance of sublime thoughts. In excess it degenerates into 
the unpleasant affectation called " mouthing." Compound Median" 
stress, usually with a marked change of pitch, serves to Cowi*ountL 
express scorn, contempt and similar feelings ; while the 
tremor manifests itself in the speech of the physically 
infirm, or of those moved by grief or some other form of rre,"or- 
excitement that overcomes self-control.

What is called distinctness of utterance is the result of Distinetnm 
energetic action of the organs of articulation ; indistinct- andeAvetis- 
ness is its opposite. While all speech, especially all read
ing, should be marked by distinctness of articulation, the 
effort should not be apparent unless great force is to be 
manifested. In comparison with other European ^-character» 
guages, indistinctness is a general characteristic of English tic»*"6 el 

speech, the Highland Scotch and the Welsh, I think, 
being the only speakers of our language whose articulation "gbkenda 
is generally clear. The defect has varying manifestations Welsh.

LAWS OF EXPRESSION—PHONETIC SYNTAX.
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Pitch.

Function.

Varietien of 
inflection.

Pitch and 
Inflection.

Manifesting 
Emotion.

Anu 
inflect: 
is rati 
laws of 
monot 
is a fai 
one of 
sive Hi 
habits 
nesses, 
coming 
upon t 
means <

Rules for 
Use.

How 
Modified.

inflec 
statei 
and ( 
1. 7). 
(page 
surpri 
may € 
rising 
The h 
the en

Differences 
of Pitch.

Effect of 
Changes.

Falling 
Inflection.

In me 
| relaxed, 
I of the I 
| thus for 
| popular] 
I express

Voice 
I the mon 
I the tone 
I result oi 
I pass thr 
I area of 1 

I tones ar

Effects ^°T are more important than those that tend to remedy the k 
hard inflexibility of tone so common among us. Such I 
exercises should begin with singing the notes of the scale, 3 
so that differences in pitch may be recognized, then g
should come reading with varying pitch, and finally prac
tice in inflectional glides of all kinds, and of all degrees 
within the compass of the voice.

Differences of pitch admit of infinite gradations, but it 
is sufficient to mark five degrees : high, low, median, 
very high and very low. They are manifested in connec
tion with varying emotional states, high pitch expressing 
anger, alarm, or any form of excitement (see page 69, 
1. 27), while grave feelings find utterance in low tones (page 
72, 11. 8-10).

‘ Inflectional glides may vary from any one pitch to any 
other. As with pitch, however, it is sufficient to note five 
modes : rise, fall, level or sustained tone, high rise and 
low fall. Inflections have the two-fold function of show
ing the connection or the character of the thought, and 
of expressing emotions. With regard to the former, the 
rule is that the voice falls at the close of a complete state
ment, whether it be assertive, or in the form of a ques
tion that does not require a direct reply ; while the rising

American (emerikon) becomes ’meak’n ; gentleman 
(dgent’hnen), dzen'm, etc.

By pitch is meant the relative heights of sounds as 
indicated by the musical scale. Pitch depends upon the 
frequency of the vibrations of the vocal chords, and this 
frequency of vibration upon their length or tenseness. 
The degree of tenseness maintained in the whole utter
ance causes what is generally called the pitch at which 
the words are spoken ; while the upward or downward 
glides resulting from gradually varying the tenseness as 
portions of a statement are uttered, constitute what is 
known as inflection. Fitting changes in the height of our 
tones conduce to melody of speech. No vocal exercises
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ations, but it 
low, median, 
ed in connec- 
h expressing 
(see page 69, 
w tones (page

gentleman

; pitch to any 
it to note five 
tigh rise and 
tion of show
thought, and 
e former, the 
mplete state- 
m of a ques- 
Idle the rising

Among English people there is often a tendency to use Fault». 
inflection too much ; with the people of this continent it 
is rather the reverse. The commonest violation of the 
laws of inflection in reading is allowing, the voice to fall 
monotonously at the end of every clause or phrase. This 
is a fault which it is difficult co correct, as is the kindred 
one of reading poetry with the same inflections in succes
sive lines or groups of lines. The victims of these bad 
habits are often themselves unconscious of their weak
nesses, and are nearly always at first incapable of over
coming them. Exercises in glides, and patient insistence Rewdtee. 
upon the utmost degree of correctness attainable, are 
means of remedying these defects.

In mere breathing, the glottis isopen and the vocal chords Breathed 
relaxed, so that sound can be produced only by the friction Sound8> 
of the breath in the nose, mouth, etc. Articulate sounds 
thus formed are properly called breathed sounds, but are 
popularly confounded with whispers. They are used to 
express secrecy and kindred feelings (page 69, 1. 11).

Voice is produced by the vibration of the vocal chords, Voice, 
the more completely the chords vibrate, the fuller being 
the tones produced. What is called “full tone” is the Full Tone. 
result of closing the glottis and allowing the breath to 
pass through only in puffs, so that a large portion of the 
area of the vocal chords is made to vibrate. Very full 
tones are called, from a mistaken idea of their origin,

inflection or level tone is used at the close (1) of dependent 
statements which precede principal ones (page 67, 1. 22), Rising or 
and (2) of questions requiring a direct answer (page 69, Level’ 
1. 7). A low fall accompanies positiveness of statement Low Fall. 
(page 72, 1. 10), and a high rise some feeling like doubt or High Rise. 
surprise (page 69, 1. 12). The falling and rising inflection FaIl.n a a 
may express warning or doubt (page 71, 1. 27), and the Rising. 
rising and falling, scorn, contempt, or irony (page 70,1. 2).
The higher the rise and the lower the fall, the stronger is Faiihtgan<1 

the emotional effect.

>f sounds as 
ids upon the 
•ds, and this 
r tenseness, 
whole utter- 
itch at which 
r downward 
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Falsetto.

Whisper.

Wheeze.

Nasality.

Causes.

Use of 
Whisper.

Purity of 
Tone.

ity ;
portic 
catan 
is pel 
other 
defect 
distin 
of the 
in the

I by no 
graine 
manda 
of the

Uses of 
Different 
Tones.

pression of the back of the tongue, and failure to open 
the back of the mouth induces the hoarse quacking 

Gutturality. sounds that we know as “guttural.” Allowing the soft 
palate to remain in a neutral position, so that it does not 
exclude the out-going air from the nasal passages, as 
should be the case in the uttèrance of all sounds except

11. 27 and 28).

Whisper is produced by drawing together the vocal 
chords as air is emitted from the lungs, but not allowing 
their edges to vibrate. In ordinary speech the whisper 
proper is seldom heard, what are generally called whispers 
being merely breathed sounds. Whisper may be noticed 
in the utterances of subdued excitement (page 69, 1. 3).

Purity of tone depends upon the action of the super- 
glottal organs. Constriction of the cartilages of the 
larynx above the glottis results in the disagreeable whist
ling quality which we call a “wheeze.” Insufficient de-

m,n and y, leads to the twang called “nasality.” All 

these impurities are manifested as national and individual 
peculiarities of speech. They may result from bad 
example or from physical defects ; thus excessive cor
pulency and other diseases that affect the throat, lead to 
wheezinoss ; a very thick tongue helps to induce guttural-

Chest Tones. " chest tones.” In ordinary speech, the chords are merely 
brought together, so that only their edges vibrate, the 
wider the opening between them and the narrower the 

Thin Tone, vibrating edge, the “thinner” being the tone. When 
this thinness exists to a marked degree, we have what is 

UeadTones. unscientifically called a “head-tone,” and if it be extreme,
a “falsetto.” Differences of tone may be constant charac
teristics of speech, or they may be assumed as occasion 
demands. Thus full tones should usually be employed in 
reading, or in speaking to a large audience ; and chest

Full Tones tones when the thought rises to the pitch of grandeur 
— . or sublimity (page 72, 1. 8). The head-tone or even the
Chest Tones. , 22.,falsetto may be heard in the utterance of rage, terror, 
Head Tones violent grief or other highly excited feelings (page 69,
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It from bad 
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ity ; and the inflammation of the soft palate and adjacent 
portions of the pharynx that usually accompanies a 
catarrh, nasality. As national peculiarities, wheeziness National 
is perhaps more common with the Scotch than with any ecultari- 
other English-speaking race, gutturality is a very prevalent "* 
defect among Canadians, and general nasality is one of the 
distinguishing characteristics of the speech of the people 
of the United States, particularly of the uneducated classes

I in the East. It is a defect, too, from which Canadians are 
by no means free. Since these faults are generally in-

I grained by the habits of a lifetime, their correction de- Remeclies. 
I mands unremitting care and eflbrt, besides a knowledge 
I of the physical conditions which induce them.

LAWS OF EXPRESSION—PHONETIC SYNTAX.
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89 deO bed.

T. Hood.

53

■wij wotst he.i "brijoip Oruw 8a nait", 
hoj *brij8ig 1 so:ft and lou , 
az in hau brest 1 8a • weiv av *laif 
kept hijvip tuw end frou.

sou ‘sailanth wij sijmd tu spijk,) 
sou -slouh 1 muwvd abaut, 
az wij ad lent Hoj *ha:f au pau’az 
tu ijk -hej liviy aut .

8 au very iioups 1 bylaid au efi:jz, 
auj *fi:az 1 au ‘houps 1 bylaid x_ 
wij 0o:t haj "daiiy 1 Men §i slept s, 
end ‘slijpip—, 1 S8 Men §i daid s.

8" fo: 1 Men 8e mo un keim 1 -dim 1 and -sad 1 
and tsil wiS aul §au’az—, 
haa kAiaiat ailidz ’klouzd ’—§ij had 
•en^Saj mo un 8an *aujz ’.
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^Qï

(Ta lo:s av So 'baukanhed .

LSei i

dur
5a

on 1
fti

We: 
dzoin 

hiz

sou 1 
di

[Mail 
st

‘au. 
f

•and evaa । Llaik beis kau’adz 1 huw lijv Ce ranks 
in deindzaz au , byfo: cTa rv§ ov stijl, j

driftid owei 1 dizoudoali I (Ta playksB, 
from T>nddjnij9 hoi kijl.

^ei 
wi 

intu
ba

O I

fLtu 
b

rr>a

—MO 
dai 

L"5ei
9Z '

"sou ka:m ,Ui eta, sou -ka:m ond *stil j d"9 flvd, 
ch at, lou daun in its bljuw tra:nsl juwsint gla:s, 4 

wij so: do greit ‘fi:as *fi§, ^^ot Oazast foa ’blud^j 
pa:s sloulys || d'en rij pars'.

'da staut ip |ba:akonhed 1 lei had ond fa:st , 
ko:t wi5uut houp 1 upon a hid’n rok;i

hoa timbaaz “Orild az ”no:avz>, Men 6ruw d'am 1 pa:st 
5a spirit av at §ok.

Jei । tarid , da 'weivz । tarid , fo:a e:a ‘preis! 
da sij ta:and won kli:a smails! qLlaik @iyz 

oslijp”
douz dazak *§eipz i in di eizju. sailans lei, 

az ‘kMaiat 1 9z do dijpj.

supouzd tu bi tould i bai a souldza. huw 
soavaivd .

ohrait on aua flank i do krimzon sun went daun’; 
da dijp sij i rould oraund i in da:ak rpouzs;

Men, rlaik do waild rijk 1 from sum kaptju:ad 
taun, 1

o krai av ‘wimin i rouz’.
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IuW

anks

i.

i ‘prei s !
laik @iyz

laun ; 
ouz ‘ ; 
kaptju:ad

» flvd, 
nt gla:s/ 
‘blvdj

sou wij meid wimtn wiS Sera tjildaan 1 gou, 
di o:’az plei bak 1 gen , and jet ogen ;

[Mailst iin§ bai in J 1 Sa dr au nip §ip sayk lou 
stil nndaa stedfast men. 3j

fa:st ,
i

Tam । pa:st

— Mot foloz i, mai rikod^i?—5a breiv huw daid, 
daid wiSaut flinjip i in 5a blndi setaf, 

L"5ei slijp ez *wel , binijO 5at pa:apal taid, 
az 'nSeaz -nndaa ta:af^:—j

auripgli§ ha:ats bijt truw:—‘wij wud not 'sta:a> :
Sat beis apijl , wij he:ad 1 bnt hijdid not’: 

on land, on *sij, wi had au kvlaz, Bsaa , 
ftu kijp wi5aut a "spots!

‘ei §al not sei'। 1 in ingland , f5’at wi fo:t 
wi5 eimful strepO', vnonad laif tu sijk;

intu mijn seifti', mijn dizaataaz J, bro:t 1 
bai tramphp daun Sa wijks.

LSei slijp az • wels! and, chrauzd from 3<:a waild 
greiv ,

wetriy 5e:a wuwndz laik sta:az , Jal raiz agen , 
dzoint etaz wiS kraist}, biko:z Sei bled, tu seiv 

hiz wijk wnnz , not in vein.

‘‘ amidst *ou0, and "pre: h and ‘rv§, and ’rek 1, 
"feint skrijmz , feint kmestjen: 1 weitip nou riplai

‘aux ka:anal 1 geiv da wa:ad", 1 “and on da dek . 
fo:amd us in lain , I_tu dais.

‘tu *dai!j—tmz ha:d, omailst Sa slijk oujan gloud 
binijO a skai az ft:r az soma flau’az ‘ : —

[>o:l । tu Sa *bouts‘!1 kraid won: — ohij woz, 
• bank god,

onou ofisar av auz!
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tU 8 skailq:uk.

kijn az a: j Si arouz 
ay Sat silva.1 sfi:a 

huwz intens lamp narouz
in So mait do:n kli:a,

until wij ha:adl "sij i wij ’fijl Sat it iz ni: a.

Sa peil pa:ap’l ijv’n 
melts oraund Sai fiait ;

laik a sta.r av hev’n 
in Sa bro:d deilait

Sau a:at vnsijn 1 but jet ai hi:a Sai ril dulait !

in Sa gould’n laitniy 
av Sa snpkan son 

o:a mit§ klaudz au braitniy', 
Sau dost flout and non,

laik an vnbodid dzoi huwz reis iz dzvst bigvn.

‘heil tu Sij । blaiS spirit !
ba:ad Sau nevaa weat.

Sat from hev’n 1 a:a ni:r it 
po:rist Sai fui ha: at

in profjuws streinz 1 av vnprijmediteitd a: at.

hai’a stil and hai’a
fram Si 0:10 Sau sprinist,

laik a klaud av fai’a
Sa bljuw dijp 1 Sau wintst ;

an sipip stil dust so: a, an so:rip evaa sipist.
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I a: at.

sinyst.

b bigon.

1 dulait !

ni: a.

laik 9 rouz ubau’ad
in its oun grijn lijvz, 

bai wo:am windz diflau’ad,
til (So sent it givz

meiks feint 1 wiS tuw mots smijt 1 8ijz hevi-winid Oijvz:

laik o hai bo: an meid’n 
in o pales tdu’a, 

suwtSir) boa lv-leid'n 
soul । in sijkrit au. 1

wi8 mjuwsik smijt oz Idv, mit§ ouvoaflouz ha bau':

laik a glou-w9:am gould’n 
in o del ov djuw,

skat'riy vnbihould'n
its <:i:riol hjuw

omvy (So flau’az ond gra:s Mit§ skrijn it from So vjuw:

o:l Si 3:10 ond e:a 
wiS Sai vois iz laud, 

az । Men nait iz beta, 
from won lounh klaud

So muwn reinz aut boa bijmz, ond hev’n iz ouvoa- 
Houd.

laik o po: it hid'n
in So lait ov 0o:t, 

sipip bimz vnbid'n ~
til So wo: aid iz ro:t

tu simpoGi । wiS boups ond fi:az it bijdid not:

Mot Sau a:at 1 wij nou not;
Mot iz moust laik Sij ‘ ?

from reinbou klaudz 1 Se: a flou not
drops sou brait tu sij

az । from Sai prezons, Yau'az o rein ov melodt :
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I

wiS Sai kli:a kijn dzoions 
laygwaa kanot bij.

§ ado ov onoions 
nevoj keim ni:J Sij :

Sau lovist; but nt: j njuw lvvz sad sataioti.

saund ov vounol au’az 
on So tmiykliy gra:s, 

rein-oweik’nd flau'az, 
o:l Sot evoa woz

djoios on kli:r ond fre§ Sai mjuwzik dv@ sojpa:s.

weikip o:r oslijp,
San ov de9 most dijm

•iyz mo: j truw on dijp
Son wij moutolz drijm.

o:a hau kad Sai nouts flou in svt§ o kristol strijm?

ko:ros haimmi:ol 
o:j traromfol ta:nt, 

matst wiS Sain, wud bij o:l 
but on emti vo:nt —

o Oip । Me:rin wij fiji Ser iz som hid’n wont.

Mot obd5ikts a: j So fauntmz 
ov Sai hapi strein ?

Mot fijldz o:j weivz o:.i mauntinz, 
mot §eips ov skai o:j plein?

Mot lov ov Sain oun kaind ? Mot ignorons ov pein ?

tijt§ ds, sprait o: bo:ad, 
mt smijt Oo:ts oj Sain:

ai hov nevoi ho: ad
preiz ov lvv o:.i wain

Sot pantid fo:a0 o flvd ov raptju:.i 1 sou divain.
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) S9jpa:s.

divain.

vont.

iotr

al strijm ?

3 av pein ?

tijt§ mi ha:f 8a gladnis
8at Sai brein most non ‘, 

svt§ ha:.nnounias madnis 
from mai lips wud flou ,

Sa ‘would Jud lis’n Sen 1 az 'ai am lis'niy nau.

wij luk bifo:r and a:ftaj, 
an pain fou mot iz not:

au sinsi: rust la:ftaj 
wiS sum pein iz fro: t ;

au j "smijtist soyz au Souz Sat tel av ‘sadist Bo:t.

betaa San o:l mezju:az 
av dilaitful saund ,

betaa San o:l trejjuuz 
Sat in buks ou faund ,

Sai skil tu po:it Wea 1 Sau skounar av Sagraund!

jet if wij kud skoun
heit । and praid 1 and flu;

if wij waj @iyz boun 
not tu Jed a tiu,

ai nou not hau Sai dzoi wi: evaj kud ‘knm ‘niu.
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at wo:t9jluw.

bvt on d'd briti§ haut woj lo:st 
d'à teraaz ov d'd t§a:adziy houst; 
fo: not dn ai d'd stoum "at vjuwd 
teindzd its praud glams dv foutitjuwd: 
nou wdz won foawazd futstep steid, 
az dropt d^d daiiy on d'd ded. 1
•fa:st dz d'cu rayks d'd Onnddaz teu, 
fa:st d'ci rinjuwd ijt§ serid sk^eu, 
ond on So wuwndid dn So slein

on keim d'O Moulwind 1 laik de la:st 
but ’fiusist smijp ov tempist blasts_  
on keim d'o Môulwind — stijl glijmz brouk 
laik laitniy Oruw d'o roulip smouk;

da wou woz weikt njuw,
Orij hnndrid kanon maud'z roud lauds, 
and from Ue:a Grouts, wid fla§ on klaud , 

d'ci! au’az ov ai’an Oruw.
binijO d'eu fai’r in ful koriu, 
TD^t on । d'o pond’ros kAvi:rosi;j, 
d'o lamsoj kautst hiz ruwOlis spi:j|, 
ond hvrtin az tu havok niu, 

d'o kouhouts ijg’lz flaw.
in won dauk torint, bro:d ond strop, 
di odvamsip onset rould olop, 
fouB haubindjoad bai fius okleim, 
at । from de raud ov smouk ond fleim, 

pijld ‘waildli di 'impi:riol "neim.

d'o la:st tjaudj ov d'o frenj
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ouk

d ,

,

rd :

klouzd Sea dimini§t failz gen, 
til from Sea lain skeas spiuz leyes Orij, 
meadzip from So smouk 1 Sei sij

"helmit on ‘pluwm on ’panoply’,— 
Son weikt Scj fai’r ot wvns' !

ijt§ muskitiuz rivolvip nol 
oz fa:st । oz regjuwloah fel , 
ez Men Sei praktis, tu displei 
3c:j disiplin 1 on festol dei.

Sen ‘darn went helm and lams'*, 
‘daun woj Si ijg’l banoaz sent , 
daun । rijliy । stijdz ond raidoaz went, 
ko:aslits woa pi:ast, ond penonz rent ;

and । tu o:gment So frei', 
mijld ful ogenst ea stag’rip flayks, , 
Si ingli§ ho:asmonz foumiy ranks

fo:ast Sc:a rizistlis wei.
°Sen । tu So moskit nel 1 soksijdz
‘So kla§ ov sozadzA—So nei ov stijdz".— 
°az plaiz So smi0 hiz klayiy treid’, 
‘ogenst So kaizres rap So bleid ;
ond Avail omid Sc:a klous orei 
So wel-so:avd kanon rent Sc:a wei', 
end Avail omid Sc:a skatoad band 
reidzd So fi:as raidoaz blvdy brand , 
rikoild in komon rant ond fi:a 
la:nsor on ga:ad on kmi:resi:Js, 
ho:asmon ond fut, — o mipg’ld houst!

eta lijdoaz fo:l‘n,—St:a standoadz lo:sts.
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a 
dzv 
mei

cc

W92 

mot 

inte

c

kma 
tip 
ouve 
op 8

“5
5 na

«1
“i 

t§eou
"n
“i 

tvmk 
not— 
to bi

ai 
sed a;

« w 
tomb 
•iyz 1 
jg lail 
11 on

ai i 
6o:t i

deivid kopoafijld and 8a weitou.

"iz Sat Sa lit’l dzen'l'm from blundasteoun?"*
“jes, mam,” ai sed.
" wot naim ? " ykmaiad Sa leidt.
“ kapajfijld, mam,” ai sed.
“Sat weount diuw,” rita:jnd Sa leidi, “neoubodiz dina z 

paid far i:a in Sat naim.”
" iz it ma:adstoun, mam ? ” ai sed.
“if jo a ma:sta ma:dsteoun,” sed Sa leidi, wa:i d ja geou 

n giv anuSaa naim, fa:st?”
ai ikspleind tu Sa leidi hau it woz, huw Sen rap an ko:Id 

aut, “wiljam §eou S kof riuwm!” vpon mit§ a weitaj keim 
rvniy aut ev a kit Jin on Si oposits aid 9v So ja:ad to ou it, 
on sijmd o gud dijl soapraizd Men i woz ounh to Jou it tu mij.

it woz o lauds lop ruwm wiS svm lauds maps in it. ai 
daut if ai kud ov felt mot§ streindsoa if So maps od bin ri:ol 
form kvntrz, and ai ka:st owei in So mid’l ov Som. ai felt it 
woz teikip o liboati tu sit daun, wiS mai kap in mai hand, on 
So kounor ov So tjeu ni:rist So do: a ; ond Men So weitoa leid 
o klo:9 on poupos foa mij, on put o set ov ka:stoaz on it, ai 
0ipk ai must ov tound red o:l ouvoa wiS modisti.

hij bro:t mi svm tops on vedsitoblz on tuk So kuvoaz o:f 
in svt§ o baunsip manoa Sot ai woz ofreid ai most ov giv’n im 
som ofens. but i greith rilijvd mai maind bai putip o tea 
foa mi ot So teib’l, ond seiip ven afobli : " nau siksfot ! kum 
on.”

ai Oapkt im on tuk mai sijt ot So boud, but faund it tks- 
trijmli difikolt tu hand’l mai naif ond fouk wiS eniOip laik 
deksteriti ou tu ovoid splajip maiself wiS So greivi mail hij

* I have taken the liberty of making the landlady and the waiter speak like two 
cockneys, the peculiarities of whose pronunciation I have tried to analyse.
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Hz dina z

d ja geou

eak like two

id it iks- 
10ir laik 
: mail hij

Dvajz o:f 
t giv’n im 
in a t§e:a 
mt! kum

। an ko:ld 
îitaj keim 
ta Jou it, 
it tu mij. 
in it. ai 

i bin ri:al 
ai felt it 
hand, on 
eitaj leid 

: on it, ai

waz standin oposit, steriy sou hard an meikip mi blv§ in fia 
moust dredful mana.i evri taim ai ko:t iz ai. a:ftaj wotiy mi 
inta Sa sekand top, hij sed :

“Gaz a:f a paint v ail fo jo. wil j av t nau?"
ai Gapkt im an sed, “jes.” upon mit§ hij poud it aut av a 

dzvg intu a laudj tnmblaj, and held it op agenst 8a lait an 
meid it luk bjuwtiful.

" mai ai !” hij sed, “it sijmz 0 god ijl, deount it?"
“ it duz sijm a gud dijl,” ai ansaad wi8 a smail ; fo: r it waz 

kmait dilaitful tu mij tu faind im sou plezant. hij waz a 
tmiykliy aid, pimp’l feist man wiS iz hea standip oprait o:l 
ouvar iz hed; and az i stud wi3 won a: am akimbou, houldip 
op Sa gla:s ta Ga lait wiG Gi nGaa hand, hi lukt kmait frendh.

“Gei waz a dzem'n i:a jistidy," hij sed—" 0 staut dzem'n, bi 
G naim v topsaija—praps je neou im ? "

" nou,” ai sed, " ai dount 6ipk—"
“in britsiz ‘n gaitaz, bro:d brimd at, grai keout, spek’ld 

tjeouka,” sed Ga weitaa.
“nou,” ai sed bajfuh, “ai hav’nt Ga plezu:—"
“ ij kaim in ija ” sed Ga weitaa, lukip at Ga lait 6ruw Ga 

tumblaa, “ho:did a gla:s v Gis ail—wod ho:drit—ai teould’m 
not—drapk it, an fel ded. t waz tiuw eould fr im. t oat’nt 
ta bi drain, Gats Ga fakt.”

ai waz vert mot§ Jokt tu hi:r av Gis melankah aksidant, and 
sed ai 60: t ai d betaa hav sum wo: tea.

“ wai ja sij,” sed Ga weitaa, stil lukip at Ga lait Oruw Ga 
tnmblaa wiG won av hiz aiz Sot vp, “aua pijp’l deount laik 
6ipz bijin ho:did on left, t afendz’m. but hai 1 dripk it if 
ja laik, ai m juwst ta t, an juws iz evri 6ipk. ai deount Oink 
11 e:t mi, f ai Oreou mi ed bak en taik t hoof kaik. Jal ai?" 

ai riplaid Gat hij wud mot§ oblaidj mi bai dripkip it if i 
60: t i kud duw it seifly, but bai nou mijnz uGaawaiz. Men i
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ai a 
not 
mail 
woz

ai
c 1

Sat.’
cc

“< 
breoi 
sij—

ai

«t 
eould 
Sai b

ai ] 
W9z 3 
don. 
ov tu1

So 
divo.j 
ming'l 
mai p:

"de 
v leto

ai k 
“on el 
dis ku 
ink. 1

" Mo 
bi rait

did Orou iz bed bak on teik it o:f kaik, ai had o horib’l fi:j, 
ai konfes, ov sijip him mijt So feit ov So lomentul mistoa 
topsoja on fo:l laiflis on So karapit. bot it did’nt haut him. 
on So kontrori, ai 0o:t. i sijmd So frejoa for it.

“wot v wi got i:o?” hij sed, pvtip o fouk intu mai dis. 
" not tops ?"

" tops," ai sed.
" load bles mai seoul!" hij ikskleimd, “ai did’nt neou Sei wo 

tops, wai o top s So vert Oir to taik oof So bad ofeks o Sat 
bi:o ! aint it lukiî ”

so: i tuk o top bai So boun in won hand, and a poteito in 
Si nSaj, and eit owei wiS a vert gud apitait, tu mai ikstrijm 
satisfak^an. hij aiftaawaads tuk anuSea top and onnSa.i 
poteito. Men i had dvn, hij bro:t mi a prdin, and haviy set 
it bifou mi, sijmd tu ruwmineit, an tu bikum absint in iz 
maind faj sum mournints.

“au z Sa pai? " hij sed rauzip imself.
“ its o pudin," ai meid ansoj.
“ pud’n ! " hij ikskleimd. “ wai bles mi, seou it iz ! wot ! " 

lukiy at it ni:raa, “ja deount mijn to sai t s a bata pud’n? ”
“ jes, it iz indijd.”
“ wai, a bata pud’n,” hij sed teikip op a teib’l spuwn, “ iz 

mai faivrit pud’n ! aint Sat luki? kum on litl’n, ’n let sij uw 1 
get meoust.”

Sa weitaj soutinli got moust. hij intrijtid mi mo:j San 
wons tu kom in and win, bot mot wiS hiz teib’l spuwn tu mai 
tijspuwn, hiz dispats tu mai drspats, and hiz apitait tu mai 
apitait, ai woz left fa: bihaind at Sa fa:.ist mauOful and had 
nou ta:ns wiS im. ai nevaj so: eniwon indzoi a pudip sou 
mots, ai 6ipk, and ij la:ft Men it waz o:l gon, az if hiz indgoimmt 
ov it la:stid stil.

faindip im sou vert frendh an kx>mpanjanab’l, it woz Sen Sat
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tu mai dis.

ai $9(1 sai ij woz—let mi

" did j evo bai 9 §ijt

“it z dim,” hij sed,

oz Sen Sot

horib’l fi:J, 
ntid mistgj 
t hg;at him.

ipuwn, "iz 
let sij uw 1

neou Sei wa 
gfeks 9 Sat

) poteito in 
ai ikstrijm 
nd 9nT)Sg.i 
1 haviy set 
,bsmt in iz

; iz ! wot ! ” 
pud'n?"

breouk Sg boiz ribz, 9 lit’l boi i wvz. 
sij—au heould 9 jo gbaut ? "

ai tould im “bitmijn eit gn nain.”

" Cat s dzust iz aidz," hij sed, “ ij

“dei z g §ijt v letg paipg,” hij ntgund. 
v letg paipg ? "

ai kud not rimembgj dbt ai evgj had.

wz ait jinz n siks muns

mo: Sgn 
iwn tu mai 
ait tu mai 
il ond had 
pudiy sou 
md5oimmt

" on okaunt v do diuwti. Gripgns, dats dg wai wi: o takst in 
dis kuntri. dei z nudip els ksept dg waitg. nevo maind d 
ink. h ai huwz bi dat.”

" mot $gd juw—Mot $gd ai—hau mot§ o:t ai tu—mot wad it 
bi rait tu pei dg weitga, if juw plijz?" stamgjd ai, blvin.

5

ai a:skt fgj 8g pen gnd ink gn peipgj, tu rait tu pegoti. hij 
not ounh bro:t it imijdioth bot woz gud mof tu luk ouvea mi 
Mail ai rout 80 letgj. Men ai gd finist it, hij a:skt mi Mer ai 
wgz go:ip tu skuwl.

ai sed, "ni: londan," mit§ wgz o:l ai njuw.
" eou ! mai ai ! " hij sed lukip vert lou-spiritid, ai m son fg 

bat."
" mai 1” ai a:skt im.
" eou, lood ! " hij sed eikiy hiz hed " 8ats 8g skiuwl wg 8ai

eould won 8ai breouk iz fost rib, ait ji:iz end ait muns wgn 
8ai breouk iz sekgnd gn did fr im.”

ai kud not disgaiz from maiself o:j from 80 weitgj, 8ot 8is 
woz on DnkDmfgjtebl ko:insidons, ond iykmaiad hau it woz 
dvn. hiz ansoa woz not t§i:riy tu mai spirits, for it konsistid 
9v tuw dizmol wo:adz, “wi8 wopin.”

80 blo:ip ov 8o kout$ ho: an in 80 ja:ad woz 0 sijzonob’l 
divo:a$on, mit§ meid mi get Dp end heziteitinlt tykmaia, in 8e 
ming'ld praid en difidons ev havip 0 paras (mit§ ai tuk aut ov 
mai pokit), if doa woz entin tu pei.
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91 
siks 
and 
itself 
not i 
lijf, « 
vnde 
horaj 
hame 
sou ? 
and i

sik 
mt 6 
tu bi 
fjuwd 
not n 
av stc 
wauk 
biz tr 
wil av 
sto:riz 
pa: sip 
teind

az 8 
plan 1 
ridzyz । 
stedilt 
hauziz 
and in

“ f ai adnt a famly, an "at famk adnt da kaupok,” sed da 
weitaa, " ai wod nt taik a sikspms. f ai did nt spoat a haidzid 
pairint and a luvh sista,”—hi: da weitaa waz greith adzi- 
teitid—"hai wodnt taik a fa:dn. f ai d a gud plais, n waz 
trijtid wel i:e, ai Jed beg iksepans v a traif’l, instid v a taikip 
v it. but ai liv on breoukan wit’lz—n ai slijp n da keoulz." 
hi: a da weitaa bazast intu ti:az.

ai waz vert mvt§ kansa:and far iz misfo:atjuwnz end felt det 
enr rekagnijan Jo:at av nainpans wud bi mi:a bruwtaliti and 
ha:adnis av ha:at. Ueafo: ai geiv im won av mai Orij brait 
Jilipz, mit§ hij risijvd wid' mot§ hjuwmiliti on venareijan, an 
spun op wid iz @vm, direktli a:ftaawaadz, tu trai de gudnis ov.

it waz a lit’l diskansa:atip tu mi, tu faind, Men ai waz bi: ip 
helpt op bihaind da koutj, det ai waz sapouzd tu av ijt’n o:l 
da dinaa wiaut ein asistans. ai disknvaad dis, from ouvaa- 
hi:rip da leidt in da bou-windo sei tu da ga:ad, “taik ker av 
dat taild, dzoadz, o:r ijl buast!” an from absa:avip det da 
wimm sa:avants huw war abaut da pleis keim aut ta luk an 
gig’l at mi az a jvp finomman. mai T)nfo:atjuwnat frend da 
weitaa, huw ad kmait riknvaad hiz spirits, did not epi: a tu bi 
dista:abd bai Uis, but dzoind in dadjenaral admireijan wid^aut 
bi: ip at o:l kanfjuwzd. if ai ad ent daut av im, ai sapouz 8is 
ha:f aweikand it ; bot ai am ipklaind tu bilijv Set wid 8a 
simp’l konfidans av a taild, an 8a natju:ral rilaians av a taild 
apon sjuwpi:riaa ji:az (k^olitiz ai am vert sori ent tjildran Jud 
prijmatju:ah teindz fa wa:aldh wizdam), ai ad nou si:rias 
mistrost av im, on 8a houl, ijv’n 8an.
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from So teii ov tuw sitiz.

80 futsteps dai aut faj evoj.

and felt dat 
uwtalitt and 
ai Orij brait 
mareijan, an 
fa gudnis ov. 
ai waz bi:ip
av ijt’n o:l 

from ouvaa- 
taik ker av 
avip dat da 
t ta Ink an 
at frend da 

epi: j tu bi 
ion widaut 
i sapouz Sis
Sat wid Sa 

3 av a taild 
tjildran Jud 
non si: rias

pok,” sed da 
Db a haidzd 
greith adzi- 
plais, n waz 
id v a taikip 
l da keoulz." alop Sa paris strijts, Sa de® kauts romb'l holo, and ha:s. 

siks tombrilz kan Sa deiz wain tu la giloti:n. o:l Sa divauriy' 
and inseijieit monstaaz imadzind sins imadjineijan kud rikosad 6 
itself, a: fjuzd in Sa won riialaizeijan, |giloti:n. an jet Sar iz 
not in fra: ns. wiS its rit§ varaiiti av soil an klaimat, a bleid, a 
lijf, a ruwt, a sprig, a pepaako:an, mit§ wil grou tu matju:riti 
nndaa kandijanz mo:a sa:atm San Souz Sat av prodjuwst Sis 
horaa. kruj hjuwmaniti aut av Jeip wons mo:a, vnda similaaio 
hamaaz, and it wil tmist itself intu Sa seim to:atju:ad fo:amz. 
sou Sa seim sijd av rapeijas laisans and oprejan ouvar agen, 
and it wil Ju:ali jijld Sa seim fruwt ako:adip tu its kaind.

siks tvmbrilz roui alop Sa strijts. teindz Sijz bak agen tu 
mot Sei v c:a, Sau pau'aful entjamtaa, taim, an Sei Jal bi sijn 15 
tu bij Sa karidsjz av absoljuwt monaaks, Sr ek^ipidjiz av 
fjuwd’l noub'lz, Sa toihts av fit: rip dsezab’lz, Sa tja:atjiz Sat a:, 
not mai *fa:Saaz haus but 'denz ov Oijvz, Sa hots av miljanz 
av sta: avip pezants ! non ; Sa greit madsijan huw madgestikali 
wa:aks aut Si apointrd radar av Sa krieita, nevaa rrva:asiz2o 
hiz tra:nsfo:ameijanz. “if Sau bi teindzd intu Sis Jeip bai Sa 
wil av god, ‘ " sei Sa si:’az tu di mtja:ntid, in Sa waiz areibjan 
sto:riz, "Sen rimein sou ! but if Sau wed Sis fo:am Oruw mi:a 
pa:sip kondsju:reijan, Sen rizjuwm Sai fo:amar aspekt ! " 
teindzlts and houphs, Sa tombrilz roul alop. 25

az Sa sombaa mijlz av Sa siks ka:ats gon raund, Sei sijm tu 
plau op a lop krukid furo omup So popjuwlas in Sa strijts. 
ridjiz av feisiz a Oroun ta Sis said an ta Sat, an Sa plauz gou 
stedilt onwaad. 'sou juwst aa Sa regjuwlar inhabitants av Sa 
hauziz ta Sa spektak’l, Sat in ment windoz Ser aa nou pijp’l, 30 
and in sum Si okjuwpeijan av Sa handz iz not sou mvt§ az
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1|.

*Fren

1

stand 
not d 
himse 
intu (

" N 
“d. 
«w 

“je 
do 

krats
b « ] 
“or 
« h 

mo: j.

bot 
So fei 
e: vre:i 
gouz i:

So 1 
So po] 
eksikji 
nau k: 
fo:r o 
t§e: az, 
wimin. 
vendze 

h r« 1 
h te:re

"Si 1 
“not 

«terre:

sospendid, mail Si aiz souvei So feisiz in So tombrilz. hi:r on 
Se:j, Si inmeit hoz visitoaz to sij So sait; Sen i points iz fipgoa, 
wiS svmbiy ov So kompleisonsi ov o kju:reitor o:r o:@aaaizd 
ekspounont, to Sis kazat on to Sis, on sijmz to tel huw sat hi:

5 jestoadei ond huw Se:a So dei bifo:a.
sum ov So raidoaz in So tvmbrilz obso:av Sijz Diyz, ond o:l 

6ipz on Sea la:st roudsaid wiS on impasiv ste:a ; nSoaz wiS o 
ling’riy intorist in So weiz ov laif ond men. svm, sijtid wiS 
druwpip hedz, oa svyk in sailont dispea; agen, Ser oa svm sou 

0 hijdful ov Sea luks Sot Sei ka:st upon So multitjuwd sut, 
gla:nsiz ez Sei ov sijn in 9i:otoaz, ond in piktju:az. sev’rol 
klouz Ser aiz, on Oipk, o:a trai to get Sea streiiy 0o:ts togeSoa. 
ounh won, ond hij o mizorob’l krijtju:a, ov o kreizd aspekt, 
iz sou ataad on meid dmpk bai horoa, Sot i siyz, ond traiz to 

is da: ns. not won ov So houl numboa, opijlz bai luk o:a dzestjuia
to So pitt ov So pijp'l.

Ser iz o ga:ad ov sundri ho:asmon raidin obrest ov So 
tumbrilz, ond feisiz or o:fn to:and up to sum ov Som, on Sei 
or a:skt sum kMestjon. it wod sijm tu bi o:lwos So seim 

20 kmestjan, fo:r it iz o:lwos folod bai o pres ov pijp’l to:’adz So 
0o:ad karat.

So ho:asmon obrest ov Sat ka:at, frijk^onth point aut wun 
man in it wiS Sea so:adz. So lijdip kju:riositi iz, to nou mit§ 
iz hij; hij standz ot So bak ov So tumbril wiS iz hed bent 

25 daun, to konvo:as wiS o mi:a go:al huw sits on So said ov do 
ka:at, ond houldz iz hand, hi: oz nou kju:riosit. o:a kea foa 
do sijn obaut im, ond o:lwoz spijks to do go: al. bir on Cea 
in do lop strijt ov sa*t onore:, kraiz oa reizd ogenst im. if dei 
muwv im ot o:l, it iz ounh tu o k^aiot smail, oz i Jeiks iz her 

seo lit’l mo: a luwsh obaut iz feis. hi kanot ijzih tut § iz feis, hiz 
a:amz bi:ip baund.

on do steps ov o ta:at§, oweitip do kumip up ov do tumbrilz,

* French nasalized vowel.
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5

rg tombrilz.
French nasalized vowels.

rest 9V Sd 
5am, on 8ei 
as 5a seim 
1 to:’jdz Sa

Iz. hi: ran 
bs iz fingau, 
r o:@aizd 
aw sat hi:.i

t aut won 
ba non mit) 
z hed bent 
said ov da 

xa ke fa.i 
It an Cea 
im. if dei 
Eiiks iz her 
; iz feis, hiz

standz (Ta spai on pris'n §ijp. hij Inks inta da fa:.ist ev (Tam; 
not Ue:a. hij Inks inta do sekond : not Ue:a. hij o:lredi a:sks 
himself, w“haz i sakrifaist mi?" Men hiz feis kli:az, az i Inks 
intu do 6o:.id.

" Mit§ iz e:vre:mo*d ?" sez o man bihaind im.

iyz, ond o:l 
Soaz wiS a 
, sijtid wiS 
o.i st) in sou 
tjuwd sot 
az. sev’ral 
ts tageSoa. 
izd aspekt, 
nd traiz ta 
,j dzestjuia

"Oat. at da bak ea."
" wid iz hand in do ga:.ilz ‘ ?"

"jes."
da man kraiz, "daun e: vreano^d ! tu (Ta giloti:n o:I aristo- 

krats ! daun c: vre:mo*d.” 10
•"hv§, hv§ !" Sa spai mtrijts im, timidly
" ond Mai not, ‘ sitizan ? "
"h iz go:ip to pei So forafxt : it wil bi peid in faiv mints 

moa. let im bi ot pijs.
bot So man kontinjuâp tu iksleim, “daun e: vre:mo*d ! " is 

So feis ov €:vre:mo*d iz for o moumint to:and to:oadz im. 
t:vre:mo*d Sen sijz So spai, ond Inks atentivh at him, ond 
gouz iz wei.

So kloks or on So strouk ov Orij, and Sa foro plaud omvy 
So popjuwlos iz tezanin raund, tu kom on intu So pleis ov20 
eksikjuwjon ond end. So rid5iz Oroun tu Sis said on tu Sat, 
nau kromb'l in on klouz bihaind So la: st plau az it pa:siz on, 

' fo:r o:l o.i folo:ip tu So giloti:n. in front ov it, sijtid in 
t§e:az, az in o ga:ad’n ov poblik divo:a$an, a:r o mmibar ov 
wimm, bizilt nitip. on won ov So fo:amost t§e:az, standz So 25 
vendjans, lukiy abaut for 0.1 frend.

h r" te:re:s d” §i kraiz, in 0.1 ril tounz. "huw ozsijnhoa? 
n terres defarz] ! "

" §i nevoa mist bifo:a,” sez 0 nitiy wumon ov So sistoahud.
“nou; no: wil §i mis nau," kraiz So vendions, petjuwlonth. so 

“teres !”
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oun wilz Sei

* French nasalized vowels.

don dred dijdz, it iz kAxestjonob’l Meer ev Scr 
wil gou fa:r mnof tu faind hoa.

“ bad fo: atjuwn ! " kraiz So vendzons, stampin oi fut in So

" laudoi,” So wumon rekomendz.
ai ! laudoi, vendzns, mot§ laudoi, on stil §i w’l skcish hi:i 

Si. laudoi jet vendsons, wiS o lit’l ou9 o:i sou adid, ond jet 
it wil ha:idh brin hoi. send tiSoi wimm op on daun to 

ssijk 01, ling'rip SDmMeI; ond jet, o:!Sou So mesindsoiz ov

" ai 
nv@ir

«%
So 

spijk t 
haut 
els soi 
haiwei

« br 
kmestj 
lit’l.”

« te'
« ai 

huwm 
livz in
DS—or 
kud, h

“jes
« Mo 

Oipkip 
sou mi 
puu, o: 
les, §i i

" Mo

"d j 
mot§ ii 
tremb’l 
betoi It 
Jeltoid

“it 1 
trobl t

t^cu, “ond hi:r au So tvmbrilz! ond e:vre:mo*d ’1 bi dispatjt in 
io o wink, ond §ij not hiu! sij hoi nitiy in mai hand, ond or 

emti tea redi for oi. ai krai wiS vekseijon on disopointmmt!”
az So vendjons disendz from or ehvei^on tu du it, So tvmbrilz 

bigin tu distjauds Sea loudz. So ministoiz ov se*t gilotin a: 
roubd ond redi. kra§ !—o hed iz held vp, ond So nitiy wimm 

15 huw skcusli liftid Ser aiz to luk ot it o moummt egou men it 
kod Oink on spijk, kaunt won.

So sekond tumbril emtjz on muwvz on; So So: id kvmz up. 
‘ray !—ond So nitiy wimin, nevoi fo:lt’rip ou po:zip in Seu 
wouk, kaunt tuw.

20 So sopouzd e: vre:mo*d disendz, ond So sijmstris iz liftid aut 
nekst a:ftor im. hi oz not ruliykaift hoi peint hand in getin 
aut, but stil houldz it az i promist, hij dzentlt pleisiz hoi 
wiS oi bak tu So kra^ip endgin Sot konstontli mouz op on 
fo:lz, on §i luks in u iz feis on Oanks im.

25 “butfoijuw, diu streindzu, ai Jud not bi sou kompouzd, 
fr ai m natju:rih o puu lit’l 6ip, feint ov haut; nou Jud ai 
ov bin eib’l tu reiz mai 6o:ts tu him huw woz put to deO, Sot 
wij mait hav houp on kumfoit hiu todei. ai @ink juw woi 
sent to mi bai hev’n.”

30 “ou juw । tu mij,” sez sidni kauton. “kijp ju:r aiz opon 
mij, diu tjaild, ond maind nou uSor obdgikt.”
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liftd aut 
d in getiy 
leisiz hoi
uz Dp on

kvmz Dp. 
in in Seu

aiz opon

fut in 8a 
lispatst in 
id, end or 
intmmnt ! " 
a tDmbrilz 
gilotin a: 
tip wimm 
ou Men it

keaslt hi: 
id, ond jet 
i daun to

dzuz ov 
n wilz 8ei

:ompouzd, 
na Jud ai 
) deO, 8ot 
juw WOJ

"ai maind nnOip Mail ai hould ju:j hand, ai Joi maind 
nnOip Men ai let it gou, if Sei o rapid.”

" Sei wil bi rapid, fila not ! "
So tuw stand in So fa: st Oinip Orop ov viktimz, bot Sei 

spijk oz if Sei wer oloun. ai tu ai, vois tu vois, hand tu hand, 6 
haut tu haut, Sijz tuw tjildron ov Si juwnivausol hidSoj, 
els sou waid opaut on dif’rip, hov kvm togeSor on Sa dauk 
haiwei, tu npeu houm togeSoj, on tu rest in had buzarn.

" breiv on d5en’ros frend, wil juw let mi a:sk juw won la:st 
kMestjon ? ai om vert ignorant, and it trob'lz mi—dzvst o 10 
lit’l.”

" tel mi Mot it iz.”
“ai hav a kDzin, on ounh relotiv ond on oUfan, laik maiself, 

huwm ai lov vert diuh. §i: iz faiv jiuz jDpgej Son ai, on §i 
livz in o faumoaz haus in So sauO kDntri. povojti pautidis 
ds—on §i nouz nDSip ov mai feit—fr ai kanot rait—ond if ai 
kud, hau Sud ai tel oj! it iz betor az it iz.”

" jes, jes : betor az it iz.”
“ mot ai ov bin Oipkip oz wi keim olop, ond Mot ai om stil 

Oipkip nau, az ai Ink intujuu kaind strop feis mit§ givz mi 20 
sou mot§ sopout, iz Sis:—if So ripnblik ri: ah dvz gud ta Sa 
puu, and Sei kvm ta bi les hnpgri, end in o:l weiz tu snfaa 
les, §i mei liv a lop taim : §i mei ijv’n liv ta bi ould."

“ Mot Sen, mai dzent'l sistai ? "

“d juw 0ipk:” Si Dnkampleinip aiz in mit§ Ser iz sou25 
mot§ indju:rans, fil wiS tiuz, and Sa lips paut a lit’l mo:r an 
tremb’l : “Sat it wil sijm lop tu mi, Mail ai weit far ou in Sa 
beta, land Mer ai trost bout juw and ai Jal bij moust mausifuh 
Seltaad ? ”

“it kanot bij, mai taild; Ser iz nou taim Stu, and nou 30 
trobl S<u.”
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ou
klb 1

non
9H mv

ai k 
pijp’l 
lo:d ,

* See

di
OU

ij we
ai 

sijn i 
jo*az.

OU

tu, 
hiz 
hij

« ij ( 
beta t

‘MO

ai •
nou g 
wud’n

ai i

"juw kumfd.it mi sou mt§! ai m sou ignorant, am ai tu 
kis juw nau? iz (5a moumint kvm?"

“jes.”
" §i kisiz hiz lips; hij kisiz ha: az; Sei salami [ bles ijt§ nSaa. 

5 Sa spe:a hand dvz not tremb’l az hij rilijsiz it; nv@ir wa:as 
San a sMijt, brait kanstansi iz in Sa peinant feis ; §i gouz nekst 
bifa:a im—iz gon ; Sa nitip wimin kaunt tment, tuw.

ch “ai am Sa rezarekjan anu Sa laif, see Sa la:ad: hij Sat 
bilijviO in mij, Sou hi wea ded, jet Sal hi liv: and huwso:evaa 

10 liv 0 and bilijviO in mij Jal nevaa dai.w"
Sa me:am‘riy av ment voistz. Si iipta:anip av ment feistz, Sa 

presip an av ment futsteps in Si autska:ats av Sa kraud, sou 
Sat it sAelz fa:awaad in a mas, laik won greit hijv av wo: tea, 
o:l flaStz awei. tmentt Orij.
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(odaptid from profesa smijt).

IT feistz, (Sd 
kraud, SOU 
ov wo:taa,

* See note on this selection.

o konvaasei^an bitmijn tuw jvy ingliymons ijt§ v.J. 
10ir wa:as 
i gouz nekst 
w.
ad: hij Sat 
huwsoevo.

am ai tu

d juw ‘nou a: 0o dzounz ?
ou jes, hij z n ould frond ov main, ai v 'noun im evo sins 

ij woz o boi: wij went to skuwl togeSo.
ai met im la:st nait ot 0 pa:ti ot misiz ka:toz. ai had nt 

sijn im far 'eva sou lop. ai Oo:t ij waz on intimit frond ov 
jo*oz.

ou nou, hij z ounh an okAxeintans ’ : ai 'nou im to spijk 
tu, "at s o:l ’ .

hiz manaz 0 not vert gud, hij z o:f’n vert 'ruwd to streindzaz.
hij kan bi palait inof if ij laiks: hij z o:lwiz polait to pijp’l 

if ij Oinks ij kan get eniOip 'aut 0 <5om, polaitnis soit’nh 'peiz 
beta Son ruwdnis on 5a houl.

‘mod 0 ju Oink ov jvy mo:timox ?
ai Oink ij z So ‘moust kansijtid jvy fuwl ai evo so:, hot Soz 

| nou greit ha:m in im'. ot ent reit hij z 0 ‘dzent’lmen: hij 
wud’nt duw ‘eni@in 'mijn 0 diz'onrobl.

| ai m ofreid Sat ka:nt bi sed ov iz elda brnSa.

ou hij z 0 'regjala 'kad: juw nou ij woz ta: nd aut ov iz 
klb fo tijtiy ot ka:dz.

| nou, ai did’nt 'nou Sat; ai kn bilijv it Jou. da fa:er 
on modr 0 rispekteb’l mi)f, hot vert snobij.

ai ka:nt be:r o snob, huw z o:lwiz telip ju ban ment rits 
pijp’l ij nouz ′, on boustip cTot iz waif z disendid from sum 
lo:d , or a:t§ biap0 ‘som 0ip 0 at so:t.
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te a mu:s

1x tl 
with ti

1 e: has the sound of the French é in donné, an undiphthongized ei.
2 ç the sound of the German ch in ich, a voiceless j.

Sai: wi: bit hu:si, tu:, in ru:in ! 
its sili wo:z 8a winz ar stru:in ! 
an ne:9in nu: te big a nju: jan 

o fogadj gri:n ! 
an bli:k disembarz winz insu:in, 

be:0 snel an ki:n !

on ta: rnin vp her nedst wi 8a plu: novembar 
sev’nti:n e:ç2ti faiv.

ai du:t na Mailz bot Sau me : 0i:v, 
mot Sen ? pu:r bi:sti, Sau mom li:v !
a de: man ikar in a Ore:v

z a smo: rikme:st
ail get a blesin wi Sa le:v 

an ne: ver mis t !

wi: sli:kit kaurin timras bi:sti, 
o: mt a paniks in Sai bri:sti !
Sau ni:dna start awo: se: he:sti, 

wi bik’rin brat’l !
ai: wod bi le: 9 te rin an tye:s Si:, 

wi ma:rdrin pat’l !

aim tru:li so:ri manz domi:njan 
haz bro:k’n ne:tju:rz so: Jal ju:njan, 
an jvsti:faiz Sat il opi:njan

mit§ maks Si: start’l
et mi:, Sai pu:r er9-bo:rn kampanjan, 

an felo: mo: rtal !

I
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ibor

igized ei.

1 x the sound of the German ch in such, a voiceless continuant formed 
with the tongue in the position for sounding the g of good.

Sat wi: bit hi:p o li:vz on stib’l 
hoz ko: st Si: mani o wi:ri nib’l ! 
nau Sanz to:rnd u:t for o: Sai trob'l, 

but hu:s o:r ho: Id 
te 6o:l So wintorz sli:ti drib’l, 

on kranroç ko: Id 2

Sau so: So fi:ldz le:d be:r on we:st 
on wi:ri wintor komin fast, 
on ko:si hi:r, bini:0 So blast

Sau OoixH te dwel, 
til, kraj ! So kru:ol ku:ltor past 

u:t Oru: Sai sei.

stil Sau art blest kompe:rd wi mi: ! 
So pre:zont o:nli tvt§i0 Si: 
but o:x ! ai: bak^ord kast mai: i: 

o:n pro: specs dri:r !
on fo:rword, 0o: ai: kano si: 

ai: ges an fi:r.

bot mu:si:, Sau art no: Sai: le:n. 
in pru:vin fo:rseçt me: bi: ve:n ! 
So be:st-le:d ski:mz o mais on me:n 

gap a: ft ogli:, 
on li: ns no:xt bnt gri:f on pe:n 

for pro: mist dzoi.
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tanioro.

I.

it.

I

dro n 
draur

but 
‘z 8a 
e8en 
wid 
’n m 
for 6

’n hr 
“jor 
hi:z { 
‘n ji ‘ 
‘n to 
but n

’n aft
§i big 
" tom 
“mol 
Sot jo 
wid h 
“ tom 
but h

a

hor. Sot jor onvr woz spe: kin to? min, jor onvr? last ji:r— 
standin hi:r boi So brids, Man last jor onvr woz hi:r?
’n jor onvr jo gev hor So top o So mo:rnin, " tomoro " se:z Ji: 
Mat did Sc: ko:l hor, jor onvr? Sc: ko: Id hor molt mogi:.
’n jor onvrz So tru: auld blud Sot o:lwoz me:nz to bi kind, 
but Snrz rez'n in o:l Oipz, jor onvr, for molt woz aut ov hor 

moind.

Ju:r ‘n misilf rimimbDrz wan noit kumin daun bi So strc:m, 
’n it si:mz to mi nau loik o bit ov jistordc: in o drc:m— 
hi:r Mer jor onvr si:n hor—Sor wnz but o slip ov o mu:n, 
but oi hard’m—molt mogi: wid hor batilvr, dant o: ru:n— 
“jo v bin tc:kin o drop ov So kretvr" ’n dam sc:z “tro:6 ’n 

oi bin
drinkin jor hd0 wid Jc:mus o: Jc: ot katiz ibi:n;
but oi must bi h:vin jo su:n.” “o:xo:n or jo go:n owe:?” 
“go:n to kut So sasona:x Me:t" hi sc:z “o:vor So sc:”— 
’n Min wil jo mi:t mi ogin ? ’n oi ha: rd ‘m molt ojto:r, 
" oi 1 mi:t jo ogin tomo:ro,” sc:z hi:, “bi So tjap’l du:r.” 
“’n min or jo go:n to lc:v mi?” “o: mundi mo:rnin,” sc:z hi:; 
“’n Ju:r Sin jo ’1 mi:t mi tomo:ro?” “tomo:ro, tomo:ro, 

mekri:!”
Sin moliz aul muSor, jor onvr. Sot had no: loikin for dan, 
ko: Id from hor kabin ’n tauld hor to kom owe from So man, 
’n mob mogi: kc:m fioiin okro:s mi, ’z loit z o lark, 
’n dan stud Ser for o minit, ’n Sin wint into So dork.
but wire ! So sto:rm Sat noit—So Oundur ’n rc:n Sat fel, 
’n Sa strc:mz runin daun et Sa bak a Sa ghn’d o draundid hel.
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III.

VI.

VIL

VIII.

cira nau, hi:r last mun@, Se: war digin Sa bog, ’n St: faun 
draundid in blak bog waiter a korp laiin under graun.

r dan, 
a Se man,

e stre:m, 
m—
» mu:n, 
o: ru:n—
5 “tra:0 ’n

L 
fel, 

undid hel.

We:?"
. »

•:r, 
i:r.”
," se:z hi: ;
, tenia:re,

’n hor ne:bvrz ’n frudz’d kanso:l ‘n kendo: 1 wid er vrlt ’n k:t, 
" jnr dani,” St: st:z, “niver kra:st o:ver sc: te Sa sasinax Me:t; 
hi:z go:n ta Sa stc:ts eru:n, ’n hi:z mard onuSor waif, 
‘n ji 1 niver set aiz an Sa ft:s ’v Sa tretor agin in laif !
’n ta drc:m av e mard man, deO alaiv, iz a mortal sin.” 
but malt sc:z, “ai d hiz hand promis, ’n u:r hi:l mi:t mi agin.”

last ji:r— 
i:r ?
a ” sc:z Si:
magi:.
bi kaind, 
aut av hor

but vre wnz at pets nikst mo:rnin, ’n hiv’n in its glo:ri smaiid, 
’z Sa ho:h muSar a glo:ri Sat smailz at hnr sli:pin tail — 
aSen—§i stept an Sa tap‘l-gri:n, ’n §i: turnd hnrsilf raun 
wid a daimand drap in hor ai, far dani waz not ta bi faun, 
’n maniz Sa tairn Sat ai wotst hor at mas letin daun Sa ti:r, 
far Sa div’l a dani waz Sc:r, jnr onnr, for fo:rti ji:r.

’n after hor pnr’nts nd interd glo:rt ’n bo:0 in wan de:, 
§i bigan te spe:k tel hnrsilf Se kre:tnr, ‘n Mispvr, ‘n se: 
“ternaire, ternaire ! " ’n faiSer mulaunt hi tnk or in han, 
" molt jnr mi:nin," hi seiz, “mi diir, ’v ei understan, 
Set jol mi:t jnr pnr’nts egin ’n jnr dani o:ru:n ofoir god 
wid hiz blesid martnrz ’n seints ;" ’n §i giv’m o fridlt nod, 
“ternaire, ternaire,” §i seiz, ’n §i didnt intind ta disev, 
but hnr wits wnr ded, ’n hnr her wnz oz mit az Sa sno: on

a greiv.
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XI.

I

T 
the 
indi 
may

Ii 
tine 
eloci 
disti 
seen 
ever 
sym 
(quit

T1 
marl

Th 
Incic 
unc’i 
(indi 
pecul 
aspir 
au, <

hau ’n iver St: led Sis bodt St: faun on So gras 
bi So tap'l du:r, ‘n So pi: pl’d si: it Sot wmt in to mas 
but o fre§ dzmarein’d riz, ’n mo:st ‘v So aul woz fju:, 
’n oi didnt no: him misilf, ’n no:n ’v So paris nju:

I 
tioi 
wri 
it i 
nun

x.

Sim aul bloind negvrz ’n i:gipt, 01 hard hiz rivrins st:, 
kod ki:p Snr ht: Son kipz ’n So fle for So dzudzmint de, 
’n, fekz, bi So poipor o: mo:ziz, St: kep So kat ’n So dog, 
but it od o bin t:zior wurk ’v St: livd bi ’n oirij bog.

XII.

but moh kt:m limpin up wid hor stik, §i woz lt:m ‘v o ni:, 
Sin o slip ’v o gosnn ko:ld, “div jo no: ’m, moh mogi:?” 
’n §i stnd up stret oz So kmi:n ’v So wurld—§i liftid hor hed— 
“hi sed hi wod mi:t mi tomoro!” ’n dropt daun ded on So 

ded.
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: fju:.

It is perhaps almost unnecessary to observe that these transcrip
tions represent merely one way of uttering the words of the various 
writers ; and that while it is hoped they conform with good usage, 
it is not to be supposed that they indicate the only correct pro
nunciation.

ns st:, 
lint de:, 
$o dog, 
g.

To a Skylark, and The Last Charge of the French 
at Waterloo.

These selections are of the same character as the preceding, but 
marks of expression are much more sparingly employed.

The Death Bed, and The Loss of the Birkenhead.

These selections attempt, to show the ordinary pronunciation of 
the cultured Canadian in elevated discourse. They are marked to 
indicate with a fair degree of fulness, the laws of expression which 
may be observed in reading them.

In the first draft of the chapter on Phonetic Syntax, the dis
tinction between loudness and force usually made in works on 
elocution, was observed. But, since force depends on loudness, 
distinctness and other elementary qualities of speech sounds, it 
seemed inadvisable to use this term. These two selections, how
ever, were printed before the change was made, and in them the 
symbol f is used for force, and • for softness, its opposite ; I 
(quiet) standing for the opposite to loud.

David Copperfield and the Waiter.

This is more colloquial in style than the foregoing extracts. 
Incidentally it illustrates the peculiarities of the speech of the 
uncultured Londoner. The broad opening of the diphthong ai 
(indicated by the symbol ai), the use of iuw for uw and other 
peculiarities will be remarked ; besides the uncertainty of the 
aspirates, the use of ai for ei, of eou for ou, of w for A, au for 
au, etc., which have already been noted.
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I

I

(0

1 
put 
Cai 
sev 
wer 
woi 
istic 
fail 
not! 
and 
slow 
Eng 
tong 
proc 
spea 
forw 
ei sc 
the i 
time 
of t 
pron 
from 
ber 1

The Footsteps Die Out Forever.
This extract was selected for the special purpose of exemplifying 

the laws of Phonetic Syntax. The pronunciation is as nearly as I 
can indicate, in exact accordance with that of my own reading, and 
except in the more elevated passages is rather more colloquial than 
that of the foregoing selections. The few French words that occur 
show how the phonetic symbols used in this book serve to represent 
the sounds of a foreign tongue. They fail of course to indicate 
slight differences in the mode of articulation, the distinctness of the 
French consonants, for example.

To a Mouse.
In preparing the transcript of this extract I had the valuable aid 

of Mr. J. Bruce Walker, a member of the editorial staff of the 
Brantford Expositor, a phonetician, and an Ayrshire man born 
within a stone’s throw of the birthplace of Burns. The most 
marked peculiarities exemplified are the use of a strongly trilled r 
for J, and of er for ea, etc., the carrying back of the vowel a to near 
the a position, the use of i for i and of i: for i, and the absence of 
diphthongization of the vowels. It was with some hesitation that I 
yielded to Mr. Walker’s judgment in not writing the pronoun “I” 
as a: instead of ai. As with French sounds, slight differences in 
the Scotch mode of articulation cannot be shown by the symbols 
employed in this book.

A Conversation Between Two Young Englishmen.
This is taken from Professor Sweet’s “ Elementarbuch des 

gesprochenen Englisch,” a work intended for the use of German 
students of our language. It represents the pronunciation of a 
cultured speaker of the Southern English dialect. Most noticeable 
to us are the use of the broad a: where we use a:, the omission of 
J, the broader opening of the diphthong ai, and the greater variety 
of the inflections. There are also slight differences that cannot be 
indicated without the use of additional symbols ; e.g., the o in such 
words as “ joaz” is more rounded, and is formed nearer the front 
of the mouth than our o ; v too, is articulated farther forward than 
with us.
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To-MORROW,

[SHMEN.

ntarbuch des 
se of German 
nciation of a 
ost noticeable 
3 omission of 
renter variety 
lat cannot be 
the o in such 
irer the front 
forward than

exemplifying 
as nearly as I 
i reading, and 
iolloquial than 
rds that occur 
e to represent 
se to indicate 
nctness of the

i valuable aid 
staff of the 
e man born 
. The most 
ngly trilled r 
wel a to near 
te absence of 
itation that I 
ronoun "I" 
lifferences in 
the symbols

This transcript has given more trouble than nearly all the rest 
put together and is, perhaps, the least satisfactory when completed. 
Careful notes were first taken on the peculiarities of the speech of 
several Irishmen. Of these such as seemed local or individual 
were, as far as possible, disregarded, though as the revision of the 
work was made with an Irishman from the North, the character
istics of that dialect probably predominate. Our symbols again 
fail to denote certain distinctive features of the pronunciation, 
notably the strong aspiration of the dental and labial consonants, 
and the peculiar articulation of r, in which the tongue tip vibrates 
slowly, and is drawn farther back than in the utterance of the 
English initial r, or of the Scotch r, which is strongly trilled with the 
tongue tip still farther advanced. The sounds o and o: seem to be 
produced farther forward than with us, corresponding with some 
speakers almost exactly to a and a:, a before r is also farther 
forward as well as shorter than our a:. The use of the open e: for 
ei seems to be general, as does t or i for e, and ei or vi for ai. In 
the speech of Southerners, as with the Highland Scotch, A is some
times so strongly aspirated and produced with so little protrusion 
of the lips that it is scarcely to be distinguished from f. The 
pronunciation of the word “parents” (pvr’nts) is that of a speaker 
from the North, and is perhaps local. I cannot, however, remem
ber hearing the word pronounced by any other Irishmen.
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Brea

Ches

Brai 
Brea

Cana
(se 

Carti

Adi 
Æa 
Am 

(€ 
ti

Art 
Art

Ac



A.

Accents, defined, 45.
use of, 47.h

Consonants, defined, 6.

Continuants, defined, 6.
classified, 7.H

Cricoid cartilage, diagrams, i, ii, iü.

B.

Back vowels, defined, 7.

Distinctness, defined, etc., 47.

Breathing, defective, 3.

c. described, 4.h

Expression, laws of, 43-51.

use of, 45-6.
faults in, 46.

use of, 46.
faults in, 46.

h

11

II

II

classified, 6-7.
articulation of, 9-23.

table of, 8.
to distinguish, 24.

exercises for voice cul
ture, 3.

II

II

Brain, i.
Breathed sounds, mode of produc 

tion, 49.

Adam’s apple, diagram, ii.
Æsophagus, 4.
American Peculiarities of Speech 

(see Peculiarities of Pronuncia
tion).

Artenoid cartilages, i, ii, iii.
Articulation, of consonants, 9-23.

E.
Emphasis, defined, 45.

English Peculiarities of Speech 
(see Pecul. of Pron.).

Epiglottis, diagrams, i, ii, iii.

omitted before r and 
J, 17.

classified, 8.
table showing articu

lation of, 26.

D.
Diagrams of vocal organs, etc., i, 

ii, iii.
Diphthongs, characteristic of Eng

lish long vowels, 8.

of vowels, 24-43.
organs of, 5.
hints on distinguish

ing, 24-25.

Cockney Peculiarities of Speech 
(set Pecul. of Pron.).

Compound stress, defined, 45.

use in expres
sion, 49.

F.
Falling inflection, use of, 48.
Falsetto, 50.
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Canadian Peculiarities of Speech 
(see Pecul. of Pron. ).

Cartilages, diagrams of, i, ii, iii.
h forming larynx, 4.

Chest tones, 50.
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GENERAL INDEX.

Full tones, how produced, 49. faults in, 45.

use of, 47.ti

H.

described, 5.h

Initial stress, defined, 45.
(use of, 47.

-
1

use of, 47.

use of, 49.
faults in, 49.

P
P

Hard-palatal consonants, 6.
Hard-palate, diagram, i.

Head tone, 50.
High vowels, defined, 7.

characteristic of Ameri
can speech, 51.Irish Peculiarities of Speech (see 

Pecul. of Pron.).

how to distin
guish, 24.

Nasals, defined, 7.
Nasal tones, described, 50.
Neutral vowels, table of, 8.

Level tone, 49.
Lip consonants, table of, 6.

ii

II

Lips, diagram, i.
Lip-teeth consonants, table of, 6.
Lisping, how caused, 15.
Long vowels, defined, 8.
Loudness, effect of, 45.

how to distinguish, 
24.

T
P

how to distinguish, 
25.

Final stress, defined, 45.
h use of, 47.

Front vowels, defined, 7.

Northern English Peculiarities of 
Speech (see Pecul. of Prou.).

Nose, diagram of, i.
» described, 5.

Notes on Phonetic Transcriptions, 
79-81.

Low vowels, table of, 8.
h how to distinguish, 25 

Lungs, described, 3.

M.
Median stress, defined, 45.

Melody of speech, whence result- 
ing, 48.

Mid vowels, defined, 7.
h table of, 8.

Mixed vowels, defined, 7.
h how to distinguish, 

24.
Modulation, how effected, 4.
Mouth, diagram of, i.

h description, 5.
h breathing, 5.

N.
Narrow vowels, defined, 8. 

h how to distin
guish, 25.

Nasality, how induced, 5.

I.
Indistinctness, defined, 47.
Inflection, varieties of, 48.

L.
Larynx, diagrams of, i, ii, iii. 

h described, 4.
Lateral consonants, 7.
Level stress, defined, 45.

1

G.
Glottal stop, articulation of, 23.
Glottis, diagram, i.

h described, 4.
Gullet, diagram, i.
Guttural tones, how produced, 50.
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P.

h, 23.Il

binguish, 25

ad, 4.

ascriptions.

Drawling, 47.
Prevalence of nasality, 51.

English :
Use of w for M, 10.

I r between vowels, 18.
Omission of x, 20, 21.

h a:, 32.

u v, 35.
» cl:, 36.

50.
f, 8.
o distin-
i, 24.
iliarities of
Pron.).

7.
Listing uish,

a
o
a:

45.
17.
mce result-

able of, 6.
5.

, 8.
o distin-
i, 25.
5.
of Ameri- 
51.

Palatal consonants, 6.
Palate, diagram of, i, 

h description of, 5.
Pauses, classification and use of, 44 
Peculiarities of Pronunciation (see 

notes after each list of examples 
of sounds, 10-23, 27-43).

American :
Syllabic m, 11.
Using voiced for voiceless con

sonants, 13, 15, 16.
Using a for r, 17.

it uw for juw, 19, 43.
Sounding J, 20.
Use of i for ij. 27.
Affected use of a: or a: for a, 

32.
Use of o: for a, 32.

h a: or o for 0:, 37.
h o: for o, 38.
h D h ou, 40.

Magnifying stress at expe ise 
of articulation, 47.

Canadian ;
Harshly sounding J, 21.
Use of ei or ej for e:, etc., 19, 

31.
Use of d for 9:, 34, 35.

h auw for au, 37.
Tense articulation, 47.
Prevalence of gutturality, 51.

Eastern States ;
Use of jau for au, 36.
Exaggerated initial stress, 47.

General use of a:, 32, 36.
Use of eo for 9:, 34.

h a: h au, 37.
h eou h ou, 40.
h o: ti u:, 4L

Indistinct articulation of con
sonants, 47.

Extensive use of inflection, 49.
Cockney ;

Use of v for w, 10.
h ja: h i, 19.
" ng or yk for p, 22.

Omission of h, 23.
Use of ai for ei, 31.
Illustrated in Phonetic Tran

script, 62-67.
Note on Phonetic Transcrip

tions, 79.
Northern English :

Use of u: for D, 35.
Lack of diphthongization, 42.

Southern English :
Slightness of trill in r, 17.
Use of 9: for v, 35.

h jau it au, 37
Illustrated in Phonetic Tran- 

script, 73.
Note, 80.

Irish :
Strong aspiration of front con

sonants, 10.
Syllabic m, 11.

GENERAL INDEX.
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Use of vi or oi for ai, 33.
h 9:, 34.u:h Vo

described, 5.u

I

described, 4. vowels, 8,26.u
Phonetic syntax, 43-51.

0
to distinguish, 25u

Voi
Voi

•Voi
Voi

ci

Illustrated in Phonetic Tran
script, note, 76-78.

Scotch :
Use of xm for M, 10.
Strong trill of r, 17.
Use of r for J, 21.

Pitch, how changes are produced, 4. 
u defined, 48.
u effect of changes, 48.
ii use, 48.
h association with stress, 45.
u of vowels, 9.

Rising inflection, use of, 49. 
Rounded vowels, defined, 8.

s.
Scotch Peculiarities of Speech (see 

Pecul. of Pron. ).
Script characters, iv.
Short vowels, defined, 8.
Soft-palatal consonants, table of, 6.
Soft-palate, diagram, i.e: u ei, 31.

Lack of diphthongization, 42.
Wheeziness, 51.
Illustrated in Phonetic Tran

script, 74-75.
Note, 80.

Highland Scotch :
Distinctness of articulation of 

consonants, 47.
Note, 81.

Welsh :
Use of XA for M, 10.
Distinct articulation of con

sonants, 47.
Pharynx, diagram, i.

Teaching reading, aim of, 1.
Teeth, diagram, i.
Thin tones, 50.
Thyroid cartilage, diagrams, i, ii, 

iii.
Tones, varieties of, 49, 50, 51.
Tongue, diagram, i.
Tongue consonants, 6.
Tongue-teeth consonants, 6.
Training of organs of articulation,6
Tremor, defined, 45.

u use of, 47.
Trilled consonants, 7.

u.
United States Peculiarities of 

Speech (sec Pecul. of Pron. ).
Uvula, described, 7.

Poetry, distinctive form of, 46.
ii faults in reading, 46.

Punctuation marks, use of, 45.
Pure tones, how produced, 50.

R.
Rate of utterance, 44.
Rhythm, on what depending, 46.
Rising inflection, defined, 48.

Southern English Peculiarities of 
Speech (see Pecul. of Pron. ).

Speech organs, diagrams, i, ii, iii.
u » description, 3-6.

Speech sounds, classified, 6.
Stress, how produced. 45.

u divisions of, 45.
u use, 47.

Syntactical attributes of speech 
sounds classified, 43.

T.
Tabler of consonants, 6, 7.

u illustrated, 67-71
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described, 4.
: Speech (see

use of, 50.h

Wide vowels, defined, 8.

Windpipe, diagrams, i, ii.
use of, 4.

of speech

5, 7.

of, 1.

grams, i, ii,

50, 51.

tendency to mis
use, 15, 16.

iliarities of 
f Pron. ).

‘Voice, defined, 49.
Voiced consonants, defined, 7.

of, 49. 
led, 8.

how to distinguish, 
25.

ts, 6.
ticulation, 6

8.
3, table of, 6.
L
5.
uliarities of 
f Pron. ).
ns, i, ii, iii.
tion, 3-6.
ed, 6.
45.

W.
Welsh Peculiarities of Speech (see 

Pecul. of Pron. ).
Wheeze, described, 50.
Whisper, how produced, 50.

V.
Vocal chords, diagrams, ii, iii.

Y.
Yorkshire Peculiarities of Speech 

(see Pecul. of Pron.).

Voiceless consonants, defined, 7.
Vowels, distinguished from con

sonants, 6.
ii classified, 7, 8.
h pitch of, 9.
h articulation and examples

of, 27-43.
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a

2

Aa 
abl 
abt 
abi 
act 
acc 
ac< 
àci 
adc 
adi 
Æt 
aft 
aga 
agi 
agr 
aid 
aisl 
alii 
all, 
allé 
alli 
ally 
alm 
ami 
“A 
anc 
and 
ant, 
anti 
anx 
any 
app 
app 
Asia 
ask, 
ass, 
as s 
ate.

V



ds 
5

aunt, 32.
ay, 83.
azure, 16.

* Subject of note on peculiarities of pronunciation.
89

breeches, 28. 
brewer, 41.
bring, 17.
broad, 37.
brooch, 39.
brown, 36. 
build, 28. 
burgher, 22.
bureau, 40.* 
bury, 29. 
busy, 28.
but, 35.* 
butcher, 41.* 
buy, 33.

A.
Aaron, 31. 
able, 17.* 
abound, 35.* 
abusive, 15.* 
account, 21. 
accoutre, 42.* 
acquire, 22. 
across, 13.* 
added, 13. 
adieu, 42.
/Etna, 29. 
after, 32. 
again, 29. 
aghast, 22. 
agreeable, 34. 
aid, 30.
aisle, 33. 
alibi, 33. 
all, 37. 
alley, 29. 
allies, 33.* 
ally, 33.* 
alms, 32. 
amazing, 14. 
“Am I,” etc., 23. 
ancient, 16. 
and, 34.
ant, 32.* 
antipodes, 27. 
anxious, 23. 
any, 29.
apparatus, 31.* 
apparent, 31.* 
Asia, 16.* 
ask, 32.
ass, 32.* 
as sure as, 15.* 
ate, 29.

C 
Caesar, 27. 
calf, 32. 
cambric, 30. 
campaign, 30. 
can, 32.* 
canoe, 42. 
can’t, 32.* 
captain, 28. 
car, 36. 
careless, 31.* 
caring, 31. 
carriage, 18.* 
carry, 31. 
cast, 32. 
cat, 21. 
catch, 32.* 
catarrh, 20. 
caught, 37. 
ceiling, 27. 
cents, 15.* 
chagrin, 27. 
champagne, 30. 
chance, 32.

B.
babble, 11. 
babe, 11.
baby, 81.* 
back, 21. 
baggy, 22.
balcony, 32.* 
bald, 37.
baker, 21.
barrel, 17,* 32.*
bass, 30.
bath, 12.
bathe, 12. 
baths, 12.
be, 27.
bean, 27.
beau, 39. 
beauty, 42. 
because, 37.* 
been, 28.
begin, 28.
bier, 27.
bird, 34.* 
biscuit, 29. 
blamed, 13. 
blood, 35.
blue, 43.* 
booby, 11.
book, 4L* ,
boot, 42.
bouquet, 40.
bosom, 41.* 
box, 22.
boy, 38.* 
breadth, 29.

INDEX OF WORDS SPELT PHONETICALLY IN PART I.
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1

* Subject of note on peculiarities of pronunciation. *£

hair, 
hairy, 
halfp< 
hallel 
hanin 
hand, 
hand! 
hands 
hard, 
has, 8 
hastei 
hat, 2 
hate, 
hath, 
hear, 
heard 
hearin 
heart, 
heart! 
heifer, 
heighl 
heir, 1 
Henry 
herald 
herd,

genui 
get, : 
ghost 
gifts, 
gig, 2 
glint, 
go, 31 
goal, 
God, 
going 
goodr 
grand 
grass, 
grass; 
great, 
grey, 
groan 
gross, 
grow, 
guest 
guine

does, 35. 
dog, 38.* 
doing, 4L 
donkey, 38.* 
door, 38. 
dough, 39.
dual, 4L* 
due, 43.* 
duke, 43.
duty, 19.* 
dwell, 10.

I

G. 
gag, 22. 
gaol, 30.

F.
facts, 13.*
fair, 25.
fairy, 17,* 19.*
famous, 35.
fare, 31.
fashion, 15.

D.
dado, 13. 
dahlia, 30. 
dashing, 15. 
day, 30.
deaf, 30.* 
deed, 13. 
deeds, 15. 
dew, 20.* 
dial, 33. 
dismiss, 15.* 
do, 42.
doer, 41.

chasm, 22. 
chew, 42. 
chewing, 4L 
children, 28. 
chivalry, 16. 
choir, 33. 
Christ, 22. 
church, 14. 
city, 14. 
clean, 22.* 
cleanly, 19. 
clerk, 36.* 
cloth, 37. 
coffee, 29. 
college, 28. 
colonel, 34. 
column, 19.* 
comfit, 29. 
command, 32. 
confine, 33. 
congregate, 22. 
connoisseur, 4L 
conquer, 22. 
conscience, 15. 
coral, 38. 
could, 40.
courier, 4L* 
courtesy, 34. 
cow, 19.* 
coward, 36. 
creator, 35.* 
creek, 27.* 
cupboard, 34. 
cushion, 40.

r

1

i

fat, 31.
father, 27,* 36.* 
fearing, 17.* 
February, 18.* 
fed, 25.
fellow, 39.* 
fern, 34. 
fetch, 14. 
fetched, 13. 
fête, 30.
feud, 42. 
few, 19.
fewer, 4L 
fief, 11. 
field, 27. 
fifty, 11. 
finger, 22.* 
fir, 20,* 34. 
fire, 21.* 
fish, 28.
flannel, 16. 
flourish, 35. 
flower, 37.* 
fluent, 4L 
fly, 33.
folly, 38. 
food, 42. 
foot, 41.
forbade, 32.* 
foreign, 38.* 
forest, 38.* 
forfeit, 29.
four, 38. 
friend, 29 
friends, 13.* 
from, 34. 
frost, 37.
frugal, 17.* 
fruit, 42.
fuchsia, 16.
fur, 20.* 
furry, 35.* 
fuzz, 14.
fuzzy, 14.

E.
eager, 22. 
ear, 27. 
earn, 34. 
ears, 20.* 
eat, 24. 
ebb, 11. 
echo, 22. 
edge, 14. 
egg, 22. 
eh, 30. 
eiderdown, 33. 
elm, 11.* 
England, 28.* 
enter, 34. 
envied, 29. 
envoy, 38. 
equality, 37. 
ere, 31. 
err, 20. 
eulogy, 19.* 
euphony, 10. 
even, 27. 
exact, 22. 
exaggerate, 14. 
exceed, 28. 
excursion, 16.* 
eye, 33.

I I
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*

*

* Subject of note on peculiarities of pronunciation.

>

goal, 40.* 
God, 38.* 
going, 40.* 
goodness, 28. 
grand, 18.* 
grass, 14. 
grassy, 14.
great, 30. 
grey, 30. 
groan, 39. 
gross, 39.
grow, 18.* 
guest, 22. 
guinea, 29.

gifts, 13.
gig, 22.
glint, 22.
go, 39.

genuine, 28.* 
get, 30.* 
ghost, 22.

M.
machine, 27.
maim, 11.
mama, 36.* 
many, 29. 
mare, 21.* 
martyr, 35. 
maw, 37.
measure, 30.* 
meat, 27.
mere, 27.* 
merry, 29. 
method, 12.
mine, 33.*
miracle, 28.* 
miry, 19,* 33.* 
mischievous, 19,* 28.* 
mission, 16.
monk, 36.*
months, 12.* 
more, 37.* 
mosque, 22.
mosquito, 27.*

K.
key, 27.
kin, 21.
knowledge, 38.
kraal, 36.

I. 
idea, 34. 
idea of, 18.* 
idol, 33. 
Indian, 20.* 
indict, 33. 
instead, 30.* 
invalid, 27. 
irritate, 28. 
Isaac, 35.* 
island, 33. 
Israel, 31. 
issue, 15.
it is here, 20.*

L.
lady, 30. 
language, 10.
laudanum, 37. 
laugh, 32.* 
launch, 32. 
laws, 37.* 
leap, 27.* 
leisure, 29.
length, 23.* 
leopard, 29. 
let, 24.
lettuce, 29.
library, 18.* 
lie, 33.
lieutenant, 11. 
lily, 16.
lion, 35.*
lisp, 16.* 
literary, 18.* 
longer, 22.* 
lunch, 10.* 
luncheon, 16. 
lynx, 22.

J.
James’s, 29. 
jeopardy, 29.
Jew, 42.
join, 38.»
Judah and Israel, 18.* 
judge, 14.
juice, 42.

36.*

8.*

H.
hair, 21.* 
hairy, 31.
halfpenny, 30. 
hallelujah, 19. 
hammer, 11. 
hand, 32.* 
handkerchief, 22. 
handsome, 13.* 
hard, 21.* 
has, 34.
hasten, 14.* 
hat, 24.
hate, 30.
hath, 20.* 
hear, 20.* 
heard, 20.* 
hearing, 18.* 
heart, 36.
hearth, 36.* 
heifer, 29.
height, 12.* 
heir, 81.
Henry, 18.* 
herald, 30.* 
herd, 20.*

here it is, 20.* 
heroine, 39. 
hiccough, 11. 
high, 33.
hilly, 16. 
his, 15.
hoary, 19.* 
home, 40.* 
honey, 35. 
hotel, 39. 
hough, 22. 
house, 23. 
hovel, 38.* 
hundred, 17.* 
hurrah, 36.
hurry, 35.

-
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I

•Si•Subject of note on peculiarities of pronunciation.

LGgie11

%

I 
I

scyth 
see, 2 
seeing 
seize, 
sensu 
seriou 
servie 
sharp, 
shew, 
shoe, 
should 
siege, 
sieve, 
sign, : 
since, 
singer 
singin 
sings, 
sir, 34 
sister, 
skin, 1 
slow, ; 
smootl 
soften 
soldier 
sometl
sorry, 
soot, 4 
soul, a 
soup, 
sovere: 
special 
squirre 
starrec 
starry, 
Stephe 
stirred 
store, 
straigh 
strengt 
strong! 
studen 
sugar, 
suit, 4! 
suited, 
Sunday 
superk 
sure, 4 
surely, 
swearin

S.
said, 29.
saith, 12.
salmon, 31.
sample, 32.
Samuel Weller, 10.*
Sarah, 34.
says, 29.
scald, 21.
scarce, 31.
scent, 14.
schedule, 16.
schism, 14.
scissors, 15.

O.
oar, 38.
obey, 39.* 
occasion, 16. 
ocean, 16.* 
Œdipus, 27. 
of, 11.
off, 11.
office, 38.* 
officiate, 16.
often, 13.* 
oh, 39.
oil, 38.
omen, 39.
once, 13.* 
onion, 19. 
opportunity, 20.* 
ordeal, 27.* 
ore, 38.
ought, 37.
out, 36. 
oven, 14. 
owe, 39.

1 
table, 1 
tale, 1(

Q. 
quarrel, 17.* 
quarry, 37. 
quay, 27. 
quell, 10. 
quick, 10. 
quiet, 22. 
quoit, 22.

R.
rare, 17. 
rarity, 17. 
rather, 32.
real, 27.* 
recognize, 22.* 
region, 14. 
reign, 30. 
restive, 28. 
restless, 28. 
revive, 11.
rheumatism, 42. 
Rhine, 17.
Rhone, 17. 
rhyme, 17. 
risk, 28. 
roguish, 22. 
room, 42.* 
rouge, 16. 
rough, 35. 
route, 42.* 
ruin, 29.* 
rumour, 42. 
rush, 15.

I |

N.
nation, 15.
nature, 20.* 
naught, 25.
nephew, 11.
news, 43.*
nine, 14.
ninny, 14.
no, 40.*
not, 38.
nothing, 35.* 
nuisance, 43. 
nut, 35.

mould, 39.
mountain, 29.* 
mown, 38.
museum, 27.
my, 33.* 
myrrh, 20.* 
myrtle, 34.

P.
pair, 31. 
papa, 36.* 
paper, 11. 
parliament, 34. 
partial, 16.* 
partner, 13.* 
pass, 32.
pathos, 31.* 
patriot, 31.* 
patrol, 39. 
pear, 31.* 
peep, 11. 
peer, 27. 
people, 27.
peril, 30.* 
Persia, 16.* 
persist, 15.* 
phantom, 34. 
Pharoah, 39. 
picture, 22.* 
pilgrim, 28.* 
pinch, 16.* 
plait, 31. 
pleurisy, 41. 
plough, 36. 
poem, 40.* 
poet, 38.* 
poor, 4L* 
poorer, 19.* 
poppy, 11. 
porridge, 18.* 
potato, 13. 
pound, 37.* 
power, 21.* 
powers, 37.* 
prayer, 81.
Presbyterian, 30.* 
pretty, 28.* 
protect, 39. 
prudence, 34. 
psalm, 14. 
pudding, 23.* 
pulpit, 40.
pure, 41.
purer, 17.* 
put, 40.

1
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22.

42.

* Subject of note on peculiarities of pronunciation.

».
0.

2.
2.

village, 28.
vision, 16.
vivid, 11.
volume, 43.

16.
I.
5.

1.
2
"eller, 10.*

).
*

17.*
37.

7. 
$2.

Z. 
zeal, 14.

e, 22.»
14.

).

28.

28.
1.
ism, 42.
7.
7.

7.

T. 
table, 16. 
tale, 16.

X.
Xerxes, 15.

U. 
umbrella, 18.* 
unity, 28. 
until, 16. 
unknown, 36. 
usage, 43. 
use, 10. 
usual, 16.

W. 
waged, 13. 
war, 37. 
was, 38.* 
water, 37.* 
weapon, 30.* 
wear, 31. 
weight, 30. 
were, 31.* 
what, 37. 
when, 10.* 
where, 21.* 
while, 10.* 
who, 42. 
whole, 40.* 
wife, 10. 
window, 39.* 
wished, 13. 
with, 12. 
woman, 40. 
women, 28.* 
won, 35. 
won’t, 40.* 
wooer, 41. 
work, 34. 
worry, 35. 
would, 40.* 
wrath, 37.

V. 
vacate, 21. 
vein, 30. 
very, 18.* 
view, 42. 
viewer, 41.

Y. 
yeoman, 39. 
yes, 30.* 
yore, 40. 
young, 19. 
your, 41. 
youth, 42. 
yule, 42.

tassel, 32.* 
taught, 37.* 
taut, 37.
teacher, 14. 
tedious, 19.* 
tenths, 12.* 
than, 12.
the, 28 * 
their, 31. 
there, 31.* 
thin, 12. 
thing, 12. 
think, 22. 
this, 15.* 
Thomas, 13. 
thorough, 39. 
those, 15.* 
though, 39. 
thyme, 13. 
tiger, 33.* 
till, 16.
titter, 13.
to, 40.* 
tortoise, 29. 
tory, 17.* 
tough, 11. 
tour, 41.
tourist, 41.* 
tower, 21.* 
trait, 30. 
triumph, 11. 
Tuesday, 19.* 
tuner, 14.
turmoil, 38. 
turn, 84.* 
twenty, 10. 
twill, 10.
tyrant, 33.

scythe, 12. 
see, 27.
seeing, 23.* 
seize, 14. 
sensual, 15. 
serious, 27. 
service, 29 * 
sharp, 15. 
shew, 39.
shoe, 42.
should, 40.* 
siege, 27. 
sieve, 28. 
sign, 33.
since, 28. 
singer, 22. 
singing, 22. 
sings, 15.* 
sir, 34.
sister, 14.
skin, 21.
slow, 39. 
smooth, 12.
soften, 13.* 
soldier, 14.
something, 22.* 
sorry, 18.* 
soot, 42.* 
soul, 39.
soup, 42.* 
sovereign, 38.* 
special, 29.
squirrel, 17.* 
starred, 20. 
starry, 36. 
Stephen, 11. 
stirred, 34. 
store, 21.* 
straight, 30.
strength, 23.* 
stronger, 22.
student, 43.* 
sugar, 15.
suit, 43.* 
suited, 28. 
Sunday, 28. 
superior, 18.* 
sure, 41.
surely, 41.* 
swearing, 31.

JLY.




